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. . . Barebow Archer, Mother of Champions, and our new Advertising Sales Manager

We are pleased to introduce Tammy Volheim to you. Tammy is now
managing advertising sales for Archery Focus. She’s got some great

ideas and has implemented some changes that will make it much easier for
you to advertise with us.

Now in 49 countries (and every U.S. state), Archery Focus is read by the
most dedicated archers the world over. Oh, all right. I’ll say it like it real-

ly is—Archery Focus is only read by dedicated archers the world over. Can
you imagine a non-archer reading “Blank Bale Basics” or “Controlling Your
Clicker”? 

Okay, so we’re a unique group. But if it’s dedicated archers you want to
reach, then Archery Focus is the place to do it. Tammy is introducing

“business card” ads. They don’t really have to be your card, they are just the
size of business cards and we can help you make one into a powerful ad. It’s
small, inexpensive, and will get you out there in front of the people who eat,
sleep, and breathe archery. (People who also spend all their discretionary
income on archery stuff, which is probably why you want them to know what
you have to offer.) You also get a link to your website from our website, home
of the Archery Focus OnLine Edition. So, if you are selling to archers on the
web, you’ll be amazed at the amount of traffic our die-hard archers can gen-
erate.

So give Tammy a call at 800.671.1140 or email her at tammy@archeryfo-
cus.com. Ask about the kids. (Be grateful they’re still competing as kids and

won’t be shooting against you for a while yet.) We’re sure you’ll enjoy her fun-
loving spirit, and will appreciate her expertise and dedication to giving you
the best possible advertising exposure in this sport.

a r c h e r y  f o c u s
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Sportsmanship n. Conduct becoming to a
sportsman and involving fair honest rivalry,
courteous relations, and graceful acceptance of
results. (Webster’s Third New International
Dictionary)

Let’s see, swearing, throwing archery gear,
walking off the shooting line just at the

moment an archer is about to release his shot,
calling judges constantly trying to get higher val-
ues for your own arrows or trying to get lower
values for your competitor’s arrows, making
annoying noises while
another archer is at full
draw, having someone
call out your arrows with
extra enthusiasm to dis-
rupt another archer,
making innuendo’s
about someone’s character or form, throwing
points to help a friend, calling arrows wrong to
frustrate competitors, not congratulating the
winner or the winner rubbing it in to the losers
and, of course, disrupting someone’s rhythm in
order to beat them. These are some of the many
ways to be “un-sportsmanlike.”

Winning and being a champion are two dif-
ferent things. A person can win a match or an
event with or without sportsmanship. But win-
ning isn’t everything. There are many ways to
win the event, but only one way to be a cham-
pion. That is following the creed that has been
handed down for centuries and that is having
good sportsmanship while winning and losing.

Let’s look at how easy it is have good sports-
manship. First, always look at the positive side

of your shooting. Yes, there are many frustrating

times that we all have to battle but, patience and
determination can be accomplished while learn-
ing the art of good sportsmanship. Throwing
your bow and swearing loudly just makes you
look like an idiot, which some archers may even
enjoy, but it really isn’t good character. Focus on
the good shots and compliment yourself quietly
when you shoot a good arrow or a good end. It
is not necessary to be vocal about shooting well.
Most people quietly respect those who can shoot
well and who do not boast about it. On the
other hand, if you boast about your shooting,

most people will be
turned off. It is consid-
ered rude, arrogant, and
cocky. One of the best
responses I have heard
from someone who had
won a competition was

from Ed Eliason who when congratulated stat-
ed, “It was a humbling experience.”

When setting a new record, it is not necessary
to tell people you could have shot better. An excel-
lent score is admired by all, but bragging that
you could have done better is an insult to most
and rightly so. Be proud and honored to have
shot as well as you did and look forward to an
even better round the next time. It is really fool-
ish to run around telling your friends how great
you did loud enough for most to hear. Most
people will just look at such behavior as a
pathetic attempt to get attention. You have just
lost respect from those you seek to gain respect.
In the United States, we love underdogs. Once
you win, your underdog status leaves you and
you become the target to beat. When boasting
how good you are, all it does is add fuel to the
beginning ambers of animosity.T
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Rick McKinney

“Winning and being a
champion are two 
different things.”

Sportsmanship
Is It Really Necessary to be a Champion?

a r c h e r y  f o c u s
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When someone asks advice, give it freely and accurate-
ly. Having good sportsmanship requires one to be confi-
dent in knowing that giving advice will only enhance
your own shooting. Also, there is nothing more reward-
ing than to help someone climb the ladder of success
with your guidance and encouragement. Remember that
winning while encouraging others to do their best is the
ultimate. Winning an event when you are at your best
against others who are at their best
can only be described as being
euphoric.

A person with good sportsman-
ship does not play mind games with
others. Trying to beat someone by
distracting them is just plain bad
form. How can an individual claim
victory when using such tactics?
Yes, you can win the event, but many people will not like
this un-sportsmanlike attitude.

If you notice a problem an archer is experiencing and
you know how to help them, offer the advice freely, if the
archer is willing to accept your help. If they think you are
toying with them, it is best to keep your advice to a very
minimum, but at least show good faith. 

If you lose the competition, lose gracefully. Give the
winner a sincere and hearty congratulation. After all, you
may win the next time and would hope that they give
you the same respect. It is very important to give all you
have during a competition. What I mean by this is to
give 100+% effort in your shooting. Thus, if you lose
while giving 100+% you can be proud of yourself for
making the effort. It gives you good character and rein-
forces your determination the next time. Each loss is like
money in the bank. It draws interest and eventually you
will be rewarded with victories for the long run. 

Enjoy the spirit of competition. It is not the win that is
the most important, but the effort you put into it; it’s the
journey. Competition is a form of challenge to your
inner being. It tests your capabilities under stress. Relish
the excitement that is flowing through your veins. Feel
those heart beat and breathing irregularities. This is what
you train for. All of your practice skills are being tested
while in competition. Step back while competing and

feel the excitement. After
all, it is what you have
come to a competition for
– testing your skills against
others to see how well you
can perform.

It is a long climb to reach
the top with dignity.

Winning and losing are both important steps towards
becoming a champion. Don’t forget that winning doesn’t
make you a champion, winning with true sportsmanship
does. May your journey be long and fruitful.

Rick McKinney is known as one of the world’s greatest
champions. He was born in Muncie, Indiana. His father
was a professional archer and managed a pro-shop there.

His mother and brothers were also archers.
Rick won the 1977, 1983, and 1985
World Championships. He won the US
national Target Championships nine
times, Field Championships six times,
Indoor Championships three times and
Collegiate national Championships seven
times. He has two Olympic Silver medals,
1984 (Individual) and 1988 (Team). His
best score is 1352. Rick is currently
President of Carbon Tech, a manufactur-
er of arrows, in Sacramento, California.

“Competition is a form of
challenge to your inner

being. It tests your 
capabilities under stress.”

a r c h e r y  f o c u s
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Many of us take pride in the accomplishments of
our ancestors. Looking back to the great people of
our family or country gives us a sense of self worth
and a standard for us to measure our own lives. In
target archery the National Archery Association
(NAA) has a record of every national tournament
shot since their beginning in 1879. We know how
many men and women attended each shoot, the
rounds they shot, the equipment they used, and the
scores they achieved. One excellent source of this
information is the History Of The National
Archery Association by Robert Rhode. Robert
Elmer’s books Archery and Target Archery are a
must read for any one who really desires to taste the
flavor of our early sport of target archery in
America.

In the last decade the longbow has seen a
remarkable rebirth. People once again are

enjoying the simple “stick and string.” For the
most part archers are not abandoning their mod-
ern equipment, the longbow
simply has become a resting
place and a pleasant return to
the basics of archery. There is
an abundance of new infor-
mation in getting started
shooting the longbow, but
most of the information is
directed at the longbow
hunter.

My desire is to help
archers who would like to
experience target archery as it
was in the beginning of the
NAA. New longbow target
archers now have the oppor-
tunity to compete in

National longbow tournaments sanctioned by
the NAA shooting the same rounds and equip-
ment as the longbow men and women of the
past (see sidebar on p. 40, Ed.).

First let’s talk about your bow. Your bow will
be a self-longbow made of wood and or bam-

boo, no fiberglass or any other man made mate-
rial is allowed. There is a division for the modern
fiberglass laminated longbow, but I will only be
discussing the traditional longbow. The tradi-
tional longbow has no arrow support on the
handle; the arrow is shot off of your knuckle.
The two main traditional longbows to consider
are the English longbow and the American long-
bow. The English longbow is often fit with dec-
orative horn tips on the end of the bow to con-
tain the string. This traditional design includes
the graceful curves of a rounded belly (the side of
the bow limb as seen by the archer while shoot-
ing). This was the standard in the early days and

is still a good design for bow
woods such as yew and osage.
As a rule of thumb the bow
would be at least as long as the
archer was tall. It was also
desirable to have a bow that
was as narrow as possible for its
draw weight. The width in the
handle section would typically
be one inch and the widest
part of the limbs under 11⁄2
inches.

The American longbow
differs only in its cross section.
The American archers soon
discovered that they could
make fine bows from a varietySp
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Brian J. Luke

Consider the Longbow
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of other woods if the bow was made with a rectangular
cross section. This allows the stress of the bow limb to be
more evenly distributed. The American longbow is not
to be confused with the flat bow. The flat bow has much
wider limbs allowing it to be made considerably shorter.
The short design of the flat bow is not desirable for accu-
rate target archery. The American longbow is long and
narrow allowing a clear view of both the arrow and the
target when shot vertically.

Obtaining a good self-longbow today is easier than it
was back in the early days. Most of the equipment back
then was either imported from England or you had to
make it yourself. Today the traditional bowyers (bow
makers) are easily found on the web or in any tradition-
al archery magazine. I have seen unfinished hickory
backed self-bows for as little as (US)$100. Hickory
backed just means that the bow has a thin strip of hick-
ory glued on the back of the bow (the part of the limb
opposite the archer when shooting). This backing helps
prevent the bow from breaking and allows the use of a
variety of different woods. Hickory backed red cedar
bows were very popular back in the 1890s.

Whether you choose an American or an English
longbow the first thing to consider is the draw weight.
This sport was designed to be enjoyable so it is just no
fun to be struggling to hold at full draw while aiming.
Besides you don’t look good when the veins in your neck
are bulging. This is a prestigious sport, you must appear
to be in full control at all times. With a little practice you
will even be able to retrieve
your missed arrows with poise
and dignity. 

Once you have found a
comfortable bow that you

are considering to buy, draw it
back to your full drawn posi-
tion and look in a mirror to study the bent limbs. It
would also be helpful to bring a friend along for their
opinion. You want the limbs to bend gracefully, resem-
bling the arc of a circle. You do not want to see one part
of your limb bending more severely than the rest of the
limb. The handle should be rigid enough not to detect
any bending at all. I like a bow with equal length limbs
where the arrow crosses the bow at about 11⁄2 inches above
the center of the bow. This is just a personal preference
that I feel improves balance and reduces hand shock. The
English longbow is often built with a much shorter bot-
tom limb. Try to get one that is not more than 1 inch
shorter than the top limb. This design brings the arrow
close to the center of the bow.

If you are now satisfied with the above criteria, study
the bow for any checks or cracks in the limbs. Drying

checks are often common but they must run the length
of the bow to be acceptable, never running off the edge.
Pay close attention for any fine lines running diagonally
across the belly of the bow. These are called checks and
are signs of compression failure.

I have shot bows a long time with checks in the belly
that I have repaired, but I would not want to buy a new
bow with visible checks or large knots.

The arrow shafts, of course, must be made of wood.
A typical twenty eight-inch target arrow would have
three 21⁄2 inch feathers and a steel or brass point of 60 to
90 grains. The complete arrow would weigh around 400
grains for a 45-lb. bow. Cedar shafts probably have the
best reputation, but I have had great success buying
hardwood dowels from the local craft store. The shafts
run me less than a quarter each; I just have to buy a lot
of them to get a matched set. If you have a spine tester
and a grain scale you are all set to match arrow shafts. If
not, your local archery pro shop may be willing to let you
use theirs. I find that the 5⁄16 inch (8 mm) dowels will have
enough spine for bows above 40 lbs. If you have a short
draw you may be able to use 1⁄4 inch dowel rods for bows
40 pounds and under. Pick the straightest dowels for
your arrows. Wood arrows can be straightened with some
heat and palm pressure but it takes a little practice. To
save your self the time and aggravation you may want to
order your shafts from an arrow making supply. I would
suggest ordering 5⁄16˝ cedar shafts to match your draw
length and bow weight. You want your finished target

arrow to weigh within three
grains from the other arrows in
your set. You will want your
arrows cut short enough so you
completely draw the arrow
with the steel arrow point rest-
ing on you knuckle. This will
not only create a nice draw

check but will also help in your aiming at the longer dis-
tances. 

If you have been shooting modern archery equipment
the biggest adjustment in shooting the traditional

longbow will be the straight handle. It won’t feel much
different to you than grabbing a broomstick. A consis-
tent hand placement is extremely critical if accuracy is on
your agenda. A straight handle is comfortably held by
heeling the bow. This is something you would not nor-
mally do in a pistol grip. What ever grip you use make
sure it is comfortable, strong, and repeatable. One other
advantage in heeling a longbow is that it will give you a
greater point on distance than if you were webbing the
bow in the skin between the thumb and first finger, sim-

“With a little practice you
will even be able to retrieve

your missed arrows with
poise and dignity.”

Continued on Page 40
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There are many misconceptions among coaches,
and the population at large, regarding physical con-
ditioning and training of young athletes. This has
become a particular concern for two very opposite
reasons. Many coaches believe young athletes can
not or should not incorporate strength training,
cardiovascular conditioning, or flexibility compo-
nents into their routines. The concern is the young
athlete’s growing body will be damaged by training.
On the other side, the number of overweight and
obese children is increasing. Overweight and obese
children run the same health risks as adults. High
blood pressure, heart disease, and type II (also
called “adult onset”) diabetes are increasing in chil-
dren at alarming rates. 

The two major factors contributing to this
increase in obesity and the related health

risks are the same for children as for adults: a
poor diet, high in fats and low in whole grains
and carbohydrates like fruits and vegetables and
an increasingly sedentary lifestyle. A carefully
designed, carefully monitored regular fitness
program for young ath-
letes has been shown to
improve physical condi-
tioning (thereby decreas-
ing the incidence of obesi-
ty and the related health
risks), decrease the risk of
injury due to sport specif-
ic training, and lay the
foundation for the devel-
opment of a balanced,

healthy lifestyle. A healthy lifestyle in childhood
will carry over into adult life decreasing the risk
for obesity, cardiovascular disease, diabetes, and
osteoporosis.

Physiological Considerations
Prior to starting any training program, it is
imperative that coach and parents receive med-
ical clearance for the young athlete. The athlete’s
physician must release the athlete for a develop-
ment and training program. In addition, the
physician should indicate any limitations on the
training program which are necessary for the
health of the athlete. Once a program has been
developed, the physician should be consulted to
approve or make changes to the program. Bear
in mind most physicians do not have training in
developing conditioning programs. If necessary,
a specialist in sports medicine can be consulted.
The physician should inform the coach and
trainer of any medical or growth and develop-
ment limitations for the athlete. 

In developing a program for young athletes,
it is also advisable to con-
sult with a certified child-
hood physical condition-
ing specialist. It is impera-
tive to consult with a cer-
tified childhood physical
conditioning specialist if
the coach has no formal
training in the develop-
ment of young athlete
programs.

Training Young Athletes
A Coaches Guide to . . .

Part 1 of 2

“It is also imperative to
discourage young ath-
letes from comparing
their growth, develop-

ment, and strength with
other athletes.”
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An important con-
sideration in the develop-
ment of the training pro-
gram is the physiological
age of the athlete. The
physician should be able
to determine the physio-
logical age of the young
athlete. The physiologi-
cal age is, in essence, the
physical development
age of the athlete. This
age can differ from the
actual age of the athlete.
Each child will develop
at his or her own pace.
Their physiological age determines the baseline for
developing the fitness program. 

The physiological age determination will take into
consideration the physical size of the athlete,  the bone
maturity, and the reproductive maturity. The physical
size is the easiest observable factor in determining physi-
ological age but it also the least accurate. Each child will
grow at his own individual pace. Growth tables can be
consulted but they are considered inaccurate as they can
not take into consideration many environmental influ-
ences such as diet and nutrition and the activity profile.
In addition, physical size encompasses many variables
including height, weight, and muscular development. It
is important not to place too much emphasis on physical
size at too early of an age. Children are often pushed into
or excluded from a specific athletic activity due to cur-
rent physical size. Physical size can change quickly in a
growing child. Physical size should be monitored regu-
larly throughout the training program. Any changes
should result in an adaptive change in the training pro-
gram.

Bone maturity is an extremely important physical fac-
tor to take into consideration when developing a

training program for young athletes. Bone maturity is
the growth and progression of the bones toward a solid
bone structure (ossified skeleton). Bone growth in the
long bones (legs, arms) in children is a function of the
bone growth plates. The long bones in humans have
areas where bone growth occurs during childhood. At a
genetically predetermined time, the bone growth is com-
plete. The bone growth area is not completely ossified
until this point. Ossification occurs when minerals are
deposited in the bone matrix. Mineralization of bones
determines the density of the bones. While most sports
have a positive effect on bone growth, athletic develop-
ment for certain sports can negatively affect bone densi-

ty and growth. High impact
and high force sports (e.g.
football, gymnastics) re-
quire very specialized train-
ing beyond the scope of this
article. Contrary to popular
belief, a properly designed
and implemented strength
training program is benefi-
cial for bone growth and
development. Studies have
shown young athletes who
participate in an organized
weight training program
have greater bone densities
than those who do not

(Conroy et al., 1990). This is especially important for
young female athletes as bone density is an important
factor in reducing the risk of osteoporosis later in life.

Growth and development is dramatically influenced
by a young athlete’s reproductive maturity. As the

athlete approaches reproductive maturity, the effects of
hormones on the body increases. The increase of the hor-
mone testosterone results in a natural increase in size and
strength in developing athletes. This change is especially
pronounced in male athletes since male testosterone lev-
els are 10 to 20 times greater than in females. However,
females usually mature much sooner than males. The
growth spurt in females may start as early as the age of
ten and peak at the age of 12 to 13. The primary growth
spurt in males usually occurs between the ages of 12 and
15. It is imperative to acknowledge that each individual
is different. The training program must be specific to the
athlete. It is also imperative to discourage young athletes
from comparing their growth, development, and
strength with other athletes. Coaches must stress indi-
vidual progress and should never compare the progress of
one athlete with the progress of another, nor should they
use such comparisons as a form of “motivation.” This
can lead to physical and psychological damage and the
potential for medical damage to the athlete. Finally, any
abnormality in the reproductive or physical develop-
ment of a young athlete must be referred to a qualified
physician.

Psychological Considerations
The psychological age of the athlete will determine the
mode, duration, and oversight of the young athlete.
Psychological age will determine the types of activities
the athlete can perform as well as the amount of super-
vision needed during the training program. Interest, ded-

Continued on the Next Page
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ication, attitude, and motivation must be determined
and factored into the program. Coaches must tailor their
teaching methods to each athlete and the athlete’s psy-
chological and emotional maturity level. Once again, an
individualized program with goals specific to the indi-
vidual is the only appropriate approach to the develop-
ment of the training program. Some children will require
a lot of oversight and encouragement while others will
work better on their own. 

Exercise tolerance is another factor to take into con-
sideration. Feedback is essential to the proper develop-
ment of the athlete. Open and free communication is
imperative to the prevention of injuries. Intensity of
exercise must be carefully monitored. Always start with a
program the athlete can easily tolerate. Do not overesti-
mate a child’s ability to tolerate an exercise program.
Never force a child to participate in a specific exercise
especially if the child complains of discomfort during or
after the exercise. Do not employ negative reinforcement
as a form of motivation. Start with a conservative pro-
gram and increase the duration and intensity as the child
ages and gains strength.

Every young athlete should be encouraged to partici-
pate in a balanced training program. The benefits are

increased health, reduced risk of athletic injury, and the
development of a healthy lifestyle. The program should
include strength, cardiovascular, and flexibility condi-
tioning components. The program should be fun for the
athlete and include activities they enjoy. The program
must be well balanced, it must include specific and meas-
urable goals, and it must be appropriate for the physical
and psychological age of the athlete.

Part two will cover the development
of an age appropriate training pro-
gram for young archers.

Annette Musta is a certified personal
trainer who owns and operates her own
business, ARH Sports and Fitness in
Pensylvania. She has been shooting for
24 years, but not seriously (she says) until the last five years. She
has been a professional ballet dancer (which is why she is known
around the ARCO Training Center as “the dancer”) and is cur-
rently a licensed pilot. She is the founder and Executive Director
of the Pass the Torch Foundation, which matches school age chil-
dren with athletes training for international competition.
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• No overseas postage! • No delays for overseas shipping!
• Hyperlinks to websites associated • Product/equipment profiles with the
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Fig. 4

Fig. 4 Ah, just about right. Note the black mark on the wheel and that
the wheel where the string comes off is about 1⁄2˝ from the string where it
enters the wheel.

1⁄2˝ to 5⁄8˝

In the article “A Wheel Swap” by Steve Ruis with Pat
Norris (Vol. 5 No. 3) an error was made. It concerns Fig.
4, which has been corrected and duplicated here (right)
and in the associated text. The key measurement is not
from the string to the cables, but from the string to the
string where it enters the wheel on the other side. This
measurement indicates how much string is wrapped
around the wheel and, in turn, how much roll over of
the wheel will occur.

The error was entirely mine and I apologize to my
co-author, Pat Norris (who caught the mistake), and to
any readers confused by the original article.

Steve Ruis

C o r r e c t i o n



String•wa1k•ing n. 1. Technically, a method
of rear sighting which involves aiming with the
tip of the arrow and adjusting the distance
between the eye and the arrow nock for varying
yardages. 2. Currently the predominant
method of shooting in the Barebow style. 3. A
style that is often hard on arrow rests and bow
limbs and causes bow to produce obnoxious
noises.

Is Barebow an Endangered Style?
Looking at the percent of Barebow shooters at
the U. S. NFAA National Championships, par-
ticipation has expectedly seen a decrease from
the days when Barebow and Freestyle were the
only divisions. Legalization of the compound
bow and release aids in the early 1970’s drew
many archers away from Barebow. In 1977,
when the metric targets were introduced, scores
as well as numbers of
Barebow shooters hit a
new low. Since then,
however, Barebow held
steady at 11 to 12 per-
cent of the registered
shooters at National
tournaments. In 1982,
the participation was
back up to 15.4 percent.
That’s a sizeable propor-
tion, because if all of the six current styles were
equally popular each would have 16.7 percent of
the shooters. In fact, at the 1983 Nationals,
Barebow shooters outnumbered those in both
the Bowhunter and Bowhunter Freestyle
Limited divisions. Since then, though, Barebow
shooters have continued to decline. At the 2000
NFAA Nationals, only 6.4% of the adult shoot-
ers shot Barebow (6.8% of the men, 5.0% of the

women). [To be fair, since professional archers
don’t shoot Barebow, one could claim 7.7% of
the amateurs shot Barebow. Also, Barebow was
slightly more popular with the Seniors where
8.8% of the archers (9.8% of the men, 0% of the
women) shot Barebow style.] 

So, is Barebow an endangered style? There
have been rumors for years that stringwalking is
a ‘dying art,’ about to share the fate of the
dinosaurs. Not so! Let’s look at some of it’s his-
tory.

History
Despite its lack of recognition, stringwalking has
been around for a long time. Its actual origins
are rather obscure. All of the stringwalkers we
questioned who began shooting in the 60s said
that they were self-taught. They had gotten the
idea from someone else and worked out their

own technique. That
“someone else” in our
case was Wright Huff of
California, who shot
Barebow for over 50
years and experimented
with stringwalking as
early as 1943. For some,
stringwalking was dis-
covered by accident, as
it was for Eunice

(Schewe) Anderson, winner of four NFAA
Nationals and two FITA-Field World
Championships in the amateur Barebow divi-
sion. Eunice related that as she was practicing
one day in the early 60s, her fingers slipped
down the string. She immediately noticed a
change in her point of aim, and from that dis-
covery, went on to develop a successful string-
walking style of her own.C
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Nancy and Ralph Gordon

“Stringwalking is hard on
equipment, difficult to
master, and there’s no

money or fame in it, so
why would anyone want

to shoot that way?”

Whither Barebow?
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In its early days field
archery was an extension of
hunting practice and most
practitioners shot instinctively.
Competition brought out the
inventiveness of archers, who
found they could improve
their scores by using a more
precise aiming system.
Through time, combinations
of point-of-aim, gap, three-fin-
gers-under, and multiple anchor methods were adopted
by shooters. In 1966, when the first NFAA by-laws were
drafted, the rules for Barebow basically disallowed
“sights, marks or blemishes” on the bow or string, which
could be used for aiming By this time, creative Barebow
shooters were using arrows of different lengths and/or
nocking the arrow at different places on the string for
different yardages. Tabs with distances marked on them,
and strings with multicolored monofilament servings
were used in walking the string. Some even used a tab
with a metal hook concealed in it which could be oper-
ated like a release.

Stringwalking was really brought out in the open in
1967. Frank Gandy, from Florida, came into that

years’ Nationals averaging 540 on the old field and
hunter faces. He had mastered a three-fingers-under
anchor, full-stringwalking, clicker-aided technique that is
identical to techniques used by some shooters today. The
morning of the last day of the 1967 Nationals, after
Gandy shot an amazing 538 Hunter round (which was
not far from the top Freestyle scores), organizers met
under a flagpole to protest stringwalking in general and
Frank Gandy specifically. David Hughes, from Texas,
was one of those signing the petitions. As he stated, it
wasn’t that they objected to stringwalking, it was just that
up to this time, “No one was that good at it.” The
protests were not upheld by the NFAA. Hughes went to
stringwalking the next year, winning his first of 10
National titles, and the “Flagpole Incident” is now histo-
ry. Gandy, under protest the last day of the tournament,
gave a new meaning to the word “champion.” He calm-
ly proceeded to shoot a perfect animal round – the first
recorded at a Nationals by a Barebow shooter and not
duplicated until Brad Marshall did it in 2000.

Rules have become more restrictive over the years,
starting with some major changes following the 1967
Nationals. In 1968, provisions were added to the by-laws
which specified one nocking point only, identical length

and weight arrows, and no
mechanical devices other than a
draw check and a level. Rules
for the Competitive Bowhunter
style were also added that year,
providing a division for those
using a conventional, split-fin-
ger, one anchor point release.
‘Draw check’ was changed to
‘non-adjustable draw check’ in
1973, after Dennis Cline of

Virginia won his first of four Nationals using an
adjustable clicker. In 1977, rulings were added to require
string servings “of one consistent size and one consistent
color.” It wasn’t until 1980 that written memoranda were
made illegal. The rulings haven’t caused the basic string-
walking style to change; they’ve just made it harder.

Why Barebow?
Stringwalking is hard on equipment, difficult to master,
and there’s no money or fame in it, so why would any-
one want to shoot that way? There’s something intrigu-
ing about stringwalking. It takes considerable effort to
even shoot mediocre scores. Stringwalkers who shoot
well have spent years perfecting their technique. Form
must be fine tuned, especially when holding inches
below the nock, as an arrow released poorly is likely to
come out of the bow nock first. Trying to aim with the
arrow tip which appears as a fuzzy blob floating in front
of the target is a challenge unto itself.

But, there’s a satisfying feel to Barebow, Whether it’s
the people, the individual challenge, or the knowledge
that your concentration has to be there 100 percent of
the time, Barebow has an appeal that is different from all
other styles.

So, have we convinced you to try stringwalking? If so,
see our companion article in this issue—Walking the

String!

[The authors gratefully acknowledge the assistance of archers
who answered a survey back in the 1980s].

Nancy and Ralph Gordon live, shoot, and hunt
in New Mexico.

“Gandy, under protest the
last day of the tournament,
gave a new meaning to the

word ‘champion.’ 
He calmly proceeded to
shoot a perfect animal
round – the first at a

Nationals by a 
Barebow shooter.”



Nancy and Ralph Gordon

From our companion article, Whither Barebow?, you
might have gained a little insight into the history of
stringwalking and why people shoot that way, and are
now, we hope, curious about learning more about how
it’s done. The first lesson to remember is that it won’t
happen overnight. Good form and technique, like fine
wines, take time to perfect (most of us are still working
on it). Don’t expect too much, too fast. Aiming is much
more imprecise than with a sight and finger shooters in
all divisions find mastering a clean release an elusive
goal.

Part of the appeal of stringwalking is that it is very
individualized. Each archer must develop his or

her own method of “sighting,” both in setting up
for the shot and aiming. Equipment tuning is also
personal, and there are no set standards. Some basic
guidelines and theories will be presented here, based
on a survey we made. After the basics, it’s up to you.
Experimenting seems to be what some find most
interesting about this style. If you have an idea, or
notice some aspect of another’s form that looks
good, try it out. If it works, keep it; if not, try some-
thing else. Eventually, you will arrive at a combina-
tion that works for you. with that much more satis-
faction because you’ve developed it yourself.

The Theory
The concept behind stringwalking is relatively sim-
ple; it’s just backwards from the way anyone else
shoots. Rather than using a fixed anchor and mov-
ing the front of the bow up or down for different
yardages, as with a sight or point–of–aim systems,

stringwalkers use a fixed “front sight” (the tip of the
arrow) and vary the “rear sight” (distance between
the nock and the aiming eye). For someone familiar
with freestyle, the procedure is analogous to using a
fixed pin sight and moving the peep for every
yardage.

The term “stringwalking” refers to the precise
method of determining the distance between the
arrow nock and where the fingers are placed on the
string (called the “crawl”). This is combined with
one or more anchoring points to produce “sight set-
tings” for every yardage. Unlike freestyle, the “sight”
must be reset for each shot. This unfortunately cre-
ates more opportunities for archers to forget their
crawl or use the wrong anchor. Learning to string-
walk and tuning the bow are interactive processes –
changes in anchors and form will affect bow tuning
and vice versa. With that in mind, we’ll start out
with a rough explanation of how to set up equip-
ment for stringwalking, give you the basics on the
technique, and then go into some pointers on how
the experts maximize performance from their
equipment.

Equipment Choice and Initial Setup
We will assume you are using a two-wheel com-
pound bow and we’ll orient our discussion towards
right-handed archers. In choosing a bow, a long
axle-to-axle length is preferable, to decrease finger
pinch. Also, the limbs should have some pre-bend;
i. e. the string should not be sloppy even at rest, and
weight should be in the top end of the range rec-
ommended for the limbs. Care should be taken
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A Short Course

A stringwalking barebow shooter
addresses his target, determines the
“crawl” along the string from
memory, sets the crawl (typically
by counting serving wraps), draws
and anchors. He then uses the tip

of the arrow to sight
with (typically by hav-
ing the tip of the arrow
just touch the bottom
of the target spot.

This is a 20 yd crawl.



when setting up the bow so the cables are of identical length.
Bruce Shelley and Gary Mika have both written excellent
articles on tuning compounds, which have detailed instruc-
tions on how to adjust cables so the wheels roll over at the
same time (see footnotes).

The arrow rest should allow for flex in all directions and
have left-right and fine tune adjustments. On the average,
our surveyed stringwalkers used arrows spined for weights
two pounds less than the peak weight of the bow. When
using energy cams, the arrows should be even stiffer. Better
yet, try to borrow an assortment of arrow sizes to try out dur-
ing fine tuning.

Set up the bow initially with even tiller (the distance
between the string and the limb, measured near the handle,
is the same for upper and lower limbs). Place the top of the
bottom nocking point at 90°, and nock an arrow above it.
The upper nocking point should be about 1⁄16˝ above the nock
(so the nock just touches both nocking points at full draw,
without pinch). You must use two nocking points or the
arrow will slide down the string when it is shot. Metal nock-
ing points, placed loosely on the string, work well when tun-
ing the bow, although many stringwalkers prefer serving
thread for a permanent nocking point (it also hurts less when
you hit your nose with it). If you are using a Springy rest, the
nocking points will probably have to be raised above 90°, and
the limb weights adjusted so there is more tiller on the upper
limb. Set the bow at center shot initially by moving the arrow
rest in or out. Your final setting will vary with the string align-
ment you use when aiming.

Add a long stabilizer and a stitched tab, and you’re all set
to try out stringwalking. Even though a majority of the
archers surveyed use a clicker and some use levels, we would-
n’t recommend either for a beginner because they add anoth-
er level of difficulty and frustration to shooting.

The Technique
After you know the basic principles of shooting, stringwalk-
ing is essentially the same except for setting up the shot and
aiming. A good way to get a feel for how it works is to shoot
from about five yards at a large, loose bale (make sure you
have a backstop). With your tab right under the nock,
anchor with the second finger at the corner of your mouth
and aim with the tip of the arrow on a spot picked out on the
bale. Try a few arrows with this anchor, then, aiming at the
same spot, proceed to a “first finger-corner of the mouth
anchor,” then to “second finger-under jaw,” and “first finger-

under jaw anchors.“ The arrow patterns should have moved
up the bale as the anchors moved down your face. Practice
with each anchor and/or develop some of your own. Because
of their facial structures, some people (like Gloria Shelley,
many time national champion) cannot anchor at the corner
of the mouth. Find one to three anchors, high to low, which
feel solid and comfortable to you.

Move back to 15 or 20 yards (participating in a winter
indoor league is a great way to get the technique down before
the outdoor season). After approaching the shooting line and
settling into a stance, rest the bow on the stabilizer (now you
know why you needed a long one). Nock the arrow on the
string, pushing it against either the top or bottom nocking
point (either will work, but be consistent). The crawl is deter-
mined by trial and error, with adjustments made by moving
up the string if the shot is low and down if it is high. Try
about 11⁄2˝ below the nock for 20 yards. Since it would be
rather awkward to use a ruler on each shot to measure the
crawl, and marked strings are illegal, most stringwalkers
measure by counting individual serving wraps, tab stitches
(Wilson tabs are popular for this reason), or both. Counting
tab stitches is much faster, although counting serving wraps
is more accurate. Many compromise by serving the string
with larger monofilament (0.018˝ or 0.021˝ diameter) or
fishing line (12-40# test). The larger sizes of monofilament
make it easier to count with the thumbnail.

Making The Shot
Place your tab under the nock and measure down from the
bottom of the lower nocking point to the correct location on
the string for the yardage being shot. Mark this location with
your thumbnail, then slide the tab down until the top of the
tab is at the same place (see sequence of photos above). Take a
few deep breaths, concentrate on relaxing. Think about how
you will feel at full draw. Hold the bow up so the arrow
points towards the spot. While exhaling slightly, draw back
to the correct anchor. Settle in to a consistent head position,
relaxing pressure on all but one finger, and transferring ten-
sion to your back. Close your off eye if this works for you
(some do, some don’t). Bring the arrow tip up to form a “fig-
ure 8” with the bottom of the spot. Don’t try to force the
arrow on the spot; aiming is always somewhat “instinctive”
in that it feels right when you’re set up correctly. The string
should appear slightly to the right or left of the center line of
the arrow. String alignment, again, is personal preference

Continued on the Next Page
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To set the “crawl” which deter-
mines the yardage shot, typically
the tab is placed in contact with
the nock (Photo 1). Then the
correct number of wraps of the
center serving are counted down
(Photo 2) usually using the
thumbnail as a counter. Moving
the tab down to that point
(Photo 3) sets the crawl. (This is
for 20 yds.)1 2 3
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(some say they don’t even see the string, lining up the whole
length of the arrow instead).

Release and follow through, concentrating on the spot
until the arrow hits. Rest, forget the past shot (good or bad),
look around, relax, then go back into concentration and
repeat the process. When you feel competent at 20 yards,
start moving back to longer yardages, five yards at a time.
Count down fewer servings or stitches from the nock as you
get further away from the target. Write down these crawls
and corresponding anchors as you become confident in
them. Use the notes in practice and then memorize them, as
written memoranda are illegal in competition (This changed
under NFAA rules on June 1, 2001. Ed.).

Reaching Longer Yardages When you reach the
yardage where you are right under the nock (and some pre-
fer not to hold there, saying it gives them right or left arrows),
you have a couple of options for longer distances: aim high-
er, change to a lower anchor and stringwalk again, or aim
with the bow shelf. Aiming with the tip of the arrow is by far
the most accurate. Eunice Anderson even used to drop her
under-the-chin anchor lower by pulling a pencil between her
teeth, so she could reach the longer yardages and still aim at
the spot. Some, however, feel uncomfortable anchoring on
the jaw and prefer to stay with a high anchor, aiming with
the bow shelf at 70 to 80 yards,

The average distance obtained with the first finger-cor-
ner of the mouth anchor was 55-65 yards among those sur-
veyed, although one, shooting a cam bow with an overdraw,
could reach 95 yards with the same anchor. The distance
between the eye and corner of the mouth will decrease the
distance obtained with corner of the mouth anchors. Don’t
be surprised if your crawls are different from those of other
shooters.

Practice the system you have worked out, and don’t be
afraid to try different anchor/crawl combinations. Your
left/right alignment may change with different yardages,
especially when switching to different anchors. Some change
their string pattern, and others aim to the left or right of the
spot. With the proper tuning of the bow, these aiming
adjustments should be minor or nonexistent. Of course, as in
any style, you’ll have to adjust for terrain and wind.

Fine Tuning
One of the more difficult aspects of stringwalking is tuning
the bow to get acceptable arrow flight at all crawls Because of
the technique itself and the angle of the string, an archer’s
draw length will be different when holding for a birdie shot
compared to holding under the nock. (You must also pull
farther to draw through a clicker at short yardages.) The
usual procedure among stringwalkers is to tune for good

The $24.95 fee includes postage within the United States. All international orders must
include an extra $5.00 shipping fee.

Rick McKinney has won numerous competitions during his 30+
year career, including the ‘77, ‘83, and ‘85 World Championships.
He has put the essence of archery in this book with many photos
and illustrations. If you are frustrated, tired of chasing perfect
shooting form, or cannot break your old high score, you need to
read this book! US$24.95

Archery Focus magazine

Rick McKinney’s Book

“The Simple Art of Winning“

PMB 395, 664-A Freeman Lane, Grass Valley, CA 95949-9630, phone 800.671.1140 fax 530.477.8384
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Note how the use of differ-
ent crawls and high (mid-
dle finger in corner of
mouth) and low (index
finger in corner of mouth)
anchors produce different
launch angles on the arrow.
(For shots beyond 73 yds
this archer uses the bow
shelf as an aiming point
rather than the arrow tip.)73 yd crawl, high anchor60 yd crawl, high anchor20 yd crawl, high anchor 40 yd crawl, low anchor



flight at mid-crawl (usually the crawl used for 30-40 yards)
and hope for the best at other yardages. Both arrow speed
and stability are important in tuning—speed to get the most
distance out of the more comfortable high anchors, and sta-
bility so the equipment is more forgiving when the arrow is
released poorly at longer crawls. A compromise must be
reached between the two. This is the reason heavy-spined but
thin-walled arrows are recommended.

As mentioned previously, the bowstring should be taut
even at rest. As early as 1975, David Hughes, when setting
up a 4-wheel compound for stringwalking, advocated using
wheels one or two sizes larger to accomplish this. Some con-
temporary shooters have used the same principle with two
wheel compound bows, increasing the wheel size and adjust-
ing the draw length using a shorter string. Bruce Shelley also
made the comment that this created a higher brace height
resulting in the arrow being on the string for a shorter peri-
od of time so the archer has less opportunity to affect an
arrow’s flight. We set up a bow with two different sets of
wheels to see what effect it had. The larger wheels and short-
er string decreased the axle-to-axle length by 11⁄2˝, and
increased the brace height by 3⁄4˝. There was essentially no dif-
ference in the force-draw curves except that there was more
letoff with the larger wheels. Arrow speeds, likewise, were
almost identical. The arrow flight seemed more stable with
the larger wheels, without a sacrifice in speed. Make sure, if
you try this technique, that the wheels roll over together and
the middle of the valley occurs at your mid-crawl draw
length.

In comparison, cam bows are more difficult to use with
a clicker because they have a more abrupt letoff. The advan-
tage is that the “stops” are like running into a brick wall and
so may be used as a draw check instead of a clicker. The
increased energy stored also allows the archer to use larger
(i.e. “line cutter”) arrows with the same weight bow.

When your bow is set up with the proper draw length,
pre-bend, and bow weight the fine tuning is similar to that
used in other styles. Shooting at 40 yards (or mid-crawl dis-
tance), adjust the arrow rest in or out to get arrow groups
around the center, when aiming with the string pattern you
have developed (if you aim left of the string, the arrow will
probably be right of center shot and vice versa). Then move
closer to the bale (10-15 yards), and, using the same mid-
crawl anchor, use one or more of the established bow tuning
methods to adjust nocking point position, bow weight, cush-
ion plunger tension, and arrow spine selection. It is best to go
through the tuning process with several different shaft sizes
to find the right combination.

Setting Tiller One of the least understood bow adjustments
is tiller. Some say tiller doesn’t matter, others say it can be
adjusted to increase the length of crawl over which arrow
flight is satisfactory. Our experience has been that if the bow
is set at even tiller, the midpoint of the string is about where
the string angle occurs at mid-crawl (where the most finger

tension is). The nocking points can be set with this informa-
tion. (This point is usually below 90°.) A trend amongs sur-
veyed archers was that as the nocking point was raised, the
tiller on the top limb increased (more poundage on the lower
limb). Combinations ranged from 0 tiller with a nocking
point 1⁄8˝ below 90°, to 1⁄4˝ tiller with a nocking point 7⁄16˝ above
90°. This will vary with the type of arrow rest used, bow grip
position, bow hand position, finger pressure, and other fac-
tors. Tiller adjustment should be left until last.

When tuning the bow, do not make changes too rapidly.
Write down combinations of tiller, arrow size, nocking point
placement, center shot alignment, and bow weight, and keep
track of how well each combination works (mainly so you
can go back to the way you had the bow set up before arrow
flight got worse). Also keep in mind that if you’re having a
coach tune the bow for you, make sure you’re the one shoot-
ing the arrows. A bow will not shoot the same for two dif-
ferent people. Also, as your form improves, you will proba-
bly find you‘ll need to make minor changes in the way the
bow is tuned. Experiment – it’s intriguing to try to figure out
how to set up a bow, and it helps all of us learn more about
which techniques to use.

Conclusion
Hopefully the techniques presented here will help you get
started. As soon as you’re hitting the bale consistently, the
best way to learn more is to get out and shoot in tourna-
ments. Proficiency develops from natural ability, long hours
of practice, and a strong mental attitude. Shooting high
scores comes with time and requires the discipline to make
yourself concentrate on every shot, count every serving, line
up the string, arrow, and spot consistently, and work with a
clicker, if possible.

Talk to other stringwalkers to see what equipment they
use. Imitate their styles and refine your own. Barebow shoot-
ers are usually generous with newcomers to the style. Perhaps
it is really this spirit of sportsmanship and camaraderie that
is the most important lesson to learn from archery, no mat-
ter what your shooting style.

Class dismissed.

We gratefully acknowledge the help of all those answering our
survey, especially John Templar, Ray Padilla and Gary Mika for
supplying reference materials and Bruce Shelley and Dennis
Cline for providing technical advice.
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Larry Wise

Yes, I know, target archery and bow hunting are
different. My target bow is not suitable for the
woods or any other hunting situation. And my
hunting bow is not suited to shooting target
archery, not even 3-D tournaments because I
have only one fixed sight pin on it. Well, maybe
I could use it to shoot indoor archery but, broad-
heads are hard to pull out of indoor butts.

Although target archery and hunting are
different they both require the skills of

aiming and sighting. Let me explain the differ-
ence. Aiming, as I see it (no pun intended), is
the act of visually acquiring the intended tar-
get spot. Sighting is
what you do when you
move a reference de-
vice like a sight pin,
scope and/or a peep
sight into your aiming
line.

To do it right you
should always begin aiming before sighting. I
train myself and teach my students to visually
acquire the center of the target as soon as they
have nocked the arrow, set their bow hand and
release hand position and established upright
posture.

Better Aiming Yields More Hunting
Success
Learning some good aiming and sighting
habits will make all of your archery better. You
can increase scores in all of your target shoot-

ing with better discipline in aiming. Like wise,
you can improve your success in hunting if you
transfer your improved aiming skills to the
hunting situation.

Too many times while hunting we get all
wrapped up in seeing the deer and finally get-
ting our big chance and we forget the basics of
aiming. First knowing what these basics are
and then training yourself to use them are key
to greater success. Read on and I’ll do my best
to get you “on line” with aiming and sighting.

Aiming And Sighting
As I already mentioned, aiming begins when

you visually connect
with the target center.
This visual acquisition
sets your body in line
with the target and
once oriented to that
center you should
never give up visual

contact with it. If you do, you risk reorienting
your body to a different line and compromis-
ing body position and overall form.

Make yourself a note here that you’re not
just looking at the target in general, you’re
looking at the small spot you intend to hit.
You lock onto it and see nothing else in your
primary vision.

Next, you must raise the bow into the pre-
aim position. Here you will see your sighting
device near the target center, probably just
above it. Your primary focus is still and always

Sighting

“Do you aim when you get
that bowhunting shot or do

you just point your bow
and shoot?”

Aiming
&
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on the middle spot.
While maintaining visual

focus on the target spot you
then draw your bow. You
should be able to draw and
settle into full draw position without losing visual
contact with the spot. If your bow’s draw weight is too
heavy you may not be able to do this. If you lose visu-
al contact with the middle for any reason you’ll need
to make some changes, like lowering draw weight.

Once you reach your full draw position you must
slide your sight device into your view of the target
spot. Don’t look to the sight and then try to reacquire
the spot, as this tends to realign your body away from
your target line. Slide the sight into your established
line of focus.

Now you’re aiming and sighting. You have both
your body and your bow lined up as a unit and are
totally focused on the small spot you desire to hit. 

Finish the shot by doing what you do to execute
the release of the bowstring. Hopefully what you do
uses back tension and during this execution you never
lose visual focus on your target. Aiming focus contin-
ues throughout the release and into your fol-
lowthrough until the arrow hits the target.

Aiming And Bowhunting
Do you aim when you get that bowhunting shot or do
you just point your bow and
shoot? After reading the first
part of this article you should
be doing some real deep
thinking right now. What do
you do when shooting at
game animals? Are you transferring your aiming and
sighting skills to your hunting situation or not?

Here’s my recommended procedure. Practice it
when you’re shooting your hunting bow before season
and during season so you’ll be able to put your aiming
skills to use when that big moment comes. With this
aiming plan you’ll be more successful particularly if
you’ve had no plan until this point.

Step 1 When your hunting luck finally gets good and
you have that shot to make you must first determine
the distance. This step comes first just like it does in
3-D archery. Use whatever method works for you or
use a range finder as soon as you get into your hunt-
ing stand. 

Once the distance is estimated choose the sighting

device for the shot. Here’s
where the single fixed-pin or
adjustable-pin sight is an
advantage. Commit to that
pin and move to the next step.

My one pin set at 22 yards doesn’t move; all I do is
decide when the deer is close enough (within 25 yards)
to shoot. Keep your decision making simple at crunch
time.

Step 2 Visually acquire the small spot you intend to
hit. Just as you do with a target, focus on a small point
and don’t relinquish that focus until the arrow has
been released. Aiming at the whole deer or animal is
not an option as you must align your body toward a
point, not just in the general direction of the animal.

Step 3 Raise and draw your bow while maintaining
visual contact with that tiny spot you want to hit.
Your sight pin should be raised so it comes into you
view just above your target spot. 

Step 4 At your full draw position your sight pin
should fall into your primary focus on the intended
target spot on the animal. Even if the animal moves
you must maintain visual contact with that target spot
so you stay in line with it. It’s easy to lose focus here
because lots of things are happening but, if you look

away, too much time will be
lost in reconnecting with your
target spot. And, if you don’t
take time to reconnect, you’ll
miss the shot or make a bad
hit. 

Step 5 Do what you do to execute the release. Don’t
change your release method now. If you think you will
need to execute your release quickly then practice that
quicker release but, don’t change your form and start
punching the release. Just practice working through
your form quickly.

Step 6 If you’ve done your homework, you’ll see the
arrow hit the target. You’ll see it because you’ve been
focused on that spot throughout the entire aim, sight,
and release process.

Practice A simple way to practice this target-focus is
to throw darts. Never look at the dart, only the target

“A simple way to practice
this target-focus is to

throw darts.”

“Aiming at the whole deer
or animal is not an option

as you must align your body
toward a point and not just
in the general direction of

the animal.”
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middle. Visually burn a hole in the middle dartboard ring. You can do
the same when shooting basketball, focus on a spot on the back of the
rim. Never look at the ball; always maintain visual focus on the back of
the rim so you maintain body alignment.

Conclusion
Well, have you been aiming your hunting bow or just pointing it? Have
you been picking that tiny spot or just “flock shooting” your game ani-
mals? With a better plan, as outlined here, you should be able to
improve all of your archery by hitting what you’re aiming at.

Aim well, shoot straight.

Larry Wise

“Keep your decision making
simple at crunch time.”

Larry Wise is an archery coach and an author of four books on archery:
• Tuning Your Compound Bow
• Tuning Your Broadheads
• Bow and Arrow
• A Complete Guide to Tuning and Shooting 

Your 3-D Bow
All are available from: 
Larry Wise
RR#3, Box 678,
Mifflintown, PA 17059

Continued from the Previous Page
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I have not been bow hunting for very long. I never
even had an interest in hunting deer until I took up
archery. I bought my bow in the spring of 1999,
and shot in a couple of 3-D tournaments that sum-
mer, which I thought was fun. Then we had our
own little archery picnic at our house, with friends
from the archery league and their families. So, by
the end of the summer, I decided I wanted to try
hunting.

Most of what I had learned was from my
husband, who will be surprised that I am

admitting that! Secondly, I love listening to
other’s accounts of what happened on the stand
and learning from their mistakes and their good
fortune.

I am very much a “good idea-let’s do it now”
kind of person, so needless to say the first time I
went out hunting was pretty ridiculous. Bruce,
my husband, told me what
kind of broadheads to get
and I practiced with them
to get sighted in. I practiced
daily with “practice broad-
heads.” I started to get pre-
pared, though, at 7 a.m.
one morning; not exactly
the time to “start” getting
things together if you are
planning on hunting that
day! The long and short of it is, I came off the
stand with a cold rear and bad attitude because I
was unprepared. So that was lesson #1! Be pre-
pared! Here are a few other lessons I’ve learned so
far.

#2 Never assume any sound coming down the trail
is anything but a deer! I got off my stand one

evening and on the way down I was about as
noisy as I could have been—not on purpose, but
noisy none the less! When my feet hit the
ground, I heard something coming down the
trail. The rope was still around my bow, and I
left it that way, because I assumed that what I
heard coming down the trail was my German
Shepherd; I thought the kids had let him out
and he was looking for me. I peeked around my
tree, only to see something brown coming down
the trail. A deer! (The first one I’d ever seen
while hunting.) Since there was no time now, to
untie the rope from my bow, I crouched behind
a balsam tree. My first thought was that it was a
doe. Well, it wasn’t! It was a fork-horn buck with
one deformed antler. He was on a mission, when
he got exactly broadside from me (nine yards to
be exact; I measured) and stopped. He stood and
stared at me for at least five minutes, staring and

smelling trying to figure
out what I was. A close
friend of my husband’s,
who is an avid archer, held
up his index finger and said
to me, “That will never
happen again!” 

#3 Never assume that when
a squirrel starts chattering,
that it has successfully blown

your cover! I was hiking out to look for a differ-
ent spot for my portable stand, as action had
been slow at my “permanent” stand. I was tip-
toeing out on a trail that headed west from our
house with a strong westerly wind blowing. As I
approached a thicket of cedar trees, I heard
leaves rustling and a branch snap, so I quickly
ducked behind a large cedar off of the trail. From

Cynthia Lovold

Bowhunting Lessons
. . . from a Woman’s First Season

“I feel there may be
people who read this

article who will think,
‘What is this woman

doing out there 
anyway?’”



the sound that I heard, I was certain
there were two deer and they were
headed my direction. I quickly looked
at two possible locations for taking a
shot and judged the distance,
knocked an arrow, then just stood
quietly. Suddenly a squirrel up above
spotted me and blew the whistle! He
wouldn’t shut up either! I waited him
out, then stood in the silence for
about five minutes. I heard nothing,
so I assumed anything that was there,
was long gone! I proceeded up the
trail, looking up at trees for possible
stand sites, and when I got to the “T”
in the trail, I looked to my right, only
to see a doe and six point buck staring
at me, again, only about 10-12 yards
away. We stared at each other for five
seconds before they bounded off.
They had been there that whole time,
and had watched me walk up the
trail. 

#4 Lighted sight pins are not unethical!
I really had this “purist” concept of
hunting until I actually started doing
it! I thought lighted sight pins meant
you were probably hunting at a time
you shouldn’t be. (Wrong again!) I
was out very early one morning. I was
on my stand before the sun came up,
and as it was getting light, I heard the
unmistakable sound of deer (plural)
coming down the trail. My spot was
perfect if they were coming down
from my left, as there is a blind of bal-
sams to my back, leaving me time to draw while they are
close without having to hold a long time or have them
see me draw. I drew right before they stepped out from
the balsams; it was a doe. She stopped right across from
me; I had a perfect shot, but, where was my pin? Even
though I have fiber-optic pins, the location of my stand

cut off light to my pin, even though I could see her per-
fectly. I hesitated anyway, and opened my left eye to see
what was coming behind her. It was her twin fawns,
which were still very small, despite the fact it was early
December. 

The doe looked away, and I let down. Then I just sat
there and watched them continue on with the little one

lolly-gagging behind, then kicking up his heels as he ran
to catch up to mama. 

I feel there may be people who read this article who
will think, “What is this woman doing out there any-
way?” But I feel I have done a lot of things right. Being
the animal lover I am, I really want to try as hard as I can
to over-ride any feelings of “buck fever” and take a good
shot. I know that even the best hunters have had a bad
shot on occasion. However, I feel that I have helped
myself by imagining scenarios (realistic ones) while out
on my stand. “If he comes in this way, I have to wait until
he’s here; if he comes in that way, I’ll have to pass.” going
through the whole thing over and over in my mind. And
it has worked. Anytime I have had an opportunity to
shoot, I have not had a racing heart or shaky hands;
whatever is coming, despite gender or rack size, it is a
“target” and I have to make a good shot; I can get excit-
ed afterward.

“Enjoy being
out there!”

a r c h e r y  f o c u s
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Another thing I decided was
that I would not shoot anything
over 20 yards. Since I can only
draw a maximum of 45 lbs, I
want to ensure a good hit. I
know that technically, some-
thing can be shot at longer
yardage, but I feel better keeping
it under a maximum. I have
even taken a tape measure and
measured distances, at a couple
different stands (not during sea-
son, though). Not necessary, but
it makes me feel more confident.

Also, I wouldn’t take a doe
that had a fawn, and I wouldn’t take a younger deer,
because the idea is meat for the winter, not the week. I
had an opportunity to shoot a button buck one of the
first times I went out last season, but passed on him
because he was about the same size as my dog. However,
I used the experience for practice. He didn’t have a clue I
was there, so as he milled around, I drew on him three
times. Then just sat back and observed his behavior,
which was very educational. That reminds me of . . .

#5 Deer do come in within three minutes of your husband
leaving you at a stand! That little buck had come in not
more than three minutes after my husband had left me at

the site that day. I had figured I could pop a couple more
grapes in my mouth since the woods were still “stirred
up” from us moving about, but quite the contrary! I had
just reached into my bag when the little guy came walk-
ing right out!

Other Recommendations for Women
• Read articles in bow hunting magazines! There’s a

wealth of information out there. 
• Listen to your husband even if he is “micro scrutiniz-

ing” everything you do. If he is the one that got you
into this, he probably does know what he’s doing! I
know this is very politically incorrect to say but, if you
were teaching him to cook, you wouldn’t hand him the

ingredients and utensils and say,
“There you go! Have at it!”
•You need to dress warmer than
the men do and you can climb
to a stand with “Ice Man” boots
on! I have found if my feet are
warm, I can last at least an hour
longer than if anything else is
cold!
• If your husband is putting the
tree steps in for you, remind him
your legs are shorter than his!
• If it is a colder climate where
you hunt, remember to sight
your bow with your glove or

mitt on that you are going to be wearing. Even a thin,
lined leather glove I wore affected my grip and my
sights by 4 inches.

• Make sure to “de-scent” yourself! Make-up, hair gels
and sprays and all that stuff we use smells! 

• Last thing before leaving the house (or deer camp): Go
to the bathroom! Women and empty juice bottles do
not mix well!

• Never assume anything!
• Enjoy being out there!

Iexpect to be in the “novice” category for quite some
time, but hope this helps you avoid the mistakes I’ve

made.

Cynthia Lovold lives in
Two Harbors, Minnesota
with her husband, Bruce,
and her two children, Peter
(age 11) and Nicole (age 9).
She has also written for
Lakeland Boating magazine
and is currently working on a
children's book. Cynthia says,
“Two weeks after I got my
bow in 1999, I filled in a
spot on my husband's 3-D
team at a local shoot and I
won the women's division. I have shot in local leagues for the
last two years and went to the state tournament as an indi-
vidual in both 2000 & 2001. I didn't win, but both years
I was in the championship flight, placing 10th and 9th
respectively.”

“If your husband is
putting the tree steps in

for you, remind him your
legs are shorter than his!”



The Physical Laws of Archery
Several years ago I was trying to come up with a computer
program to make sighting in easier. I was simply graphing
my sight markings against their yardages and then using
computer graph analysis tools to fill in the rest. It wasn’t long
after I started that somebody clued me in. The program I
was writing had already been written—namely Archer’s
Advantage by Perry Ratcliff. 

While checking out Perry’s interesting website,
www.archersadvantage.com, I saw that he made

reference to a book, The Physical Laws of Archery, which
had led him to completely revamp
the first version of Archer’s
Advantage, from a graphical analysis
of sight markings program into the
wondrous computer program we
know today. I had experienced a
great deal of frustration finding
anything modern on the ballistics of
an arrow in flight, and here it was
all in one place. I did a web search
for the book and found its author,
Tom Liston, who told me by email that, “No, I could not
buy the book because he was revising it.” Months later he
sent me the Sixth Edition(!) of The Physical Laws of
Archery.

It would be easy to be put off by the book in that it
is a self-published, folio edition that doesn’t take advan-
tage of all the bells and whistles of modern electronic
publishing. Most of the figures and diagrams are hand
drawn and photocopied. Being put off would be a mis-
take, though, because the book is a gold mine. Even
though the author does a good job of explaining how
much we really don’t know about the physical behavior
of one of the oldest human tools, the bow and arrow, his
pragmatic engineer’s approach to the subject makes for

an eminently useful book. Mr. Liston pays homage to
those who have gone before (including C. N. Hickman,
Paul Klopsteg, and Forrest Nagler (I still can’t locate a
copy of his book!)), but all of their work had been done
on longbows! And not much has been published since.

As an example of the author’s pragmatism, Mr. Liston
determined the rotation speed of his 2117 alu-

minum hunting arrows (with three five-inch, plastic
vanes) by taking an arrow to the bottom of a swimming
pool and counting how many revolutions it made while

floating from the bottom to the
surface—1 revolution per 5.1 feet
of travel! He then combined this
with his chronographed arrow
speed, 180 ft/s and got 180 ft/s x 1
rev/5.1 ft = 35.3 rev/s which trans-
lates to 2100 rpm. This compares
favorably with an experiment by
George Tekmitchov of Hoyt, USA
using a chronograph and “yaw
cards” where he came up with a

rotation speed for ACE arrows of 6500 rpm. George’s
ACE arrows, which are much thinner than 2117s and
had much smaller vanes, should have a much lower
moment of rotational inertia and hence a higher rate of
rotation. Details on George’s interesting experiment were
once posted on Hoyt’s website (Title: “They Spin How
Fast?”). I don’t know where that article is available now.
This points out the dilemma of the study of the physics
of bows and arrows. It is hard to find good information.

I will confess to reading this book like a novel when
it arrived (on a vacation!). I am now working through it
more slowly. If you have an interest in the physics of
archery, you need this book. You won’t be disappointed.

Steve Ruis

Book Review

The Physical Laws of Archery, 6th Ed.
by Thomas L. Liston, P. E.
approx. 188 pages including appendix
Available from the author for $25.00
Thomas L. Liston, P.E.
4040 Moorpark Avenue, Suite 108
San Jose, CA 95117
408.246.6281
email HVACPLBG@aol.com
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Canton, MI Kathie Loesch (Fresno, TX)
and Butch Johnson (Woodstock, CT) cap-
tured the women’s and men’s recurve bow
titles at the 117th National Target
Championships on Thursday, July 2nd. In
the compound bow divisions, Sally
Wunderle (Peoria, IL) and Dave Cousins
(West Jordan, UT) won national titles.

The 117th National Target
Championships tournament involves

shooting a double FITA round over four
days. On the first day (Monday, July 30th) the
adult men shot 36 arrows at 90 meters and 36
arrows at 70 meters while the adult women shot
36 arrows at 70 meters and 36 arrows at 60
meters. On the second day, Tuesday, all adult
divisions shot 36 arrows at 50 meters and 36
arrows at 30 meters. On Wednesday and
Thursday the format repeated that of Monday
and Tuesday, with the longer distances being
shot on Wednesday and the shorter distances

shot on Thursday. National champions in 32
divisions were crowned after Thursday’s compe-
tition. Over 600 archers competed during the
week. The tournament concluded on Friday
with the 5th Annual U.S. Open, a head-to-head
elimination round featuring the top qualifiers in
the adult-distance divisions. The U.S. Open fea-
tured both U.S. and foreign competitors.

Johnson set a new National Target Champion-
ship record and won his fourth career title

with a score of 2,699 (1346 for his first round,
1353 for the second). Vic Wunderle (Mason
City, IL), captured the second position with a
score of 2,661, while Jay Barrs (Salt Lake City,
UT) was third with 2,610. Johnson led after
each day of the tournament.

Loesch earned her first national outdoor
championship in the senior recurve division

with a score of 2,607 (1305 for her first round,
1302 for the second). Karen Scavotto (Enfield,
CT) and Janet Dykman (El Monte, CA) took
second and third place with scores of 2,600 and
2,578 respectively. Like Johnson, Loesch never
relinquished her first day lead.

Johnson and Loesch Win
Recurve Bow National
Championships
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Wunderle,
won her

fifth national
title in the sen-
ior division of
the women’s
c o m p o u n d
bow division.
She had a four-
day total of
2,742 points
(1369 for her

first round, 1373 for the second) to take the victory.
Jahna Davis (Helena, MT) and Mary Zorn (Warrenville,
IL) both finished the competition with scores of 2,734,
however, Davis was awarded second place on a tiebreak-
er.

Cousins earned his third straight national title with
2,806 points (1401 for his first round, 1405 for the

second) in the men’s compound division. Roger Hoyle

(Cedar City, UT) was second and Rich Freitas (San
Leandro, CA) placed third with 2,783 and 2,761 points,
respectively.

Neither Wunderle nor Cousins relinquished the
leads that had after day one.

Complete results are available on the NAA website,
www.usarchery.org.

Wunderle and Cousins 
Take Compound Bow
Championships

US National Championships
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Our thanks go to A. Ron Carmichael of the Texas
Archery Association for supplying the photographs
that illustrate this article. For more photos, go to
www.texasarchery.org/Photos/NAANat/NAA.htm.
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Canton, MI The 5th Annual National Trad-
itional Archery Championships took place on
July 28-29, just prior to the 117th National
Target Championships in Canton, Michigan.
Medals were awarded in the four divisions of
Modern Longbow Gentlemen, Modern Long-
bow Ladies, Traditional Longbow Gentlemen
and Traditional Longbow Ladies.

The Modern Longbow divisions consisted of
longbows made with fiberglass or other “mod-
ern” man-made materials and longbows with
arrow rests or shelves. The Traditional Longbow
division was for all-wood British longbows or
American flatbows without arrow rests or
shelves. All competitors shot wooden arrows.
On the first day, the men shot a York Round (72
arrows at 100 yards, 48 arrows at 80 yards, and
24 arrows at 60 yards), while the women shot a
Hereford Round (72 arrows at 80 yards, 48
arrows at 60 yards, and 24 arrows at 40 yards).
On the second day, both divisions shot an
American Round (30 arrows at 60 yards, 30
arrows at 50 yards, and 30 arrows at 40 yards),
as well as a Clout Round (36 arrows at 180
yards).

First place in each division was awarded to
the archer with the most hits, second place went
to highest score and third place went to the
archer with the most “golds”, or arrows in the
nine and ten rings.

Glenn Meyers won the Modern Longbow
Gentlemen division with 137 hits. Second place
went to Dave Appold with 498 points and third
place was awarded to Bob Walters with five
golds.

The Ladies Modern Longbow division was won
by Ann Hoyt with 133 hits. She was followed by

Diana Hoffarth with 435 points and Sally
Morton with two golds.

Capturing the Gentlemen’s Traditional Long-
bow title was Brian Luke with 95 hits. Jack
Treadwell was second with 329 points and
William Croft placed third with five golds.

Two women were entered in the Ladies
Traditional Longbow division. Tanya Sanders
placed first with 71 hits and Elaine Treadwell
was second with a score of 119.
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Medals Awarded at 5th

Annual Traditional Archery
Championships

US Traditional National Championships
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The What
“Stringwalking” the compound bow might be
described by the uninitiated as taking a precision
engineered, balanced, and tuned shooting system
(the compound bow) and forcing it to perform satis-
factorily under the most unorthodox and unbal-
anced condition imaginable. Nothing short of trying
to shoot the bow upside down could be more diffi-
cult. To put it even more simply, “The compound
bow was never designed to do that!”
The advantage to the stringwalker in the “non-sight”
divisions is that each distance to be shot is “point on”
the spot and avoids having to “hold over” the spot or
“hold under” the spot as is necessary in the “gap,”
“pick a point,” or “instinctive” methods of aiming.
Therein lies the task. Difficult? Yes. Impossible? No.
The stringwalkers of yesterday have left tracks to fol-
low.

The How
I will not go into the details of equipment setup, tun-
ing, or the shot process as most of that will be cov-
ered elsewhere in this issue. I will however direct you
to my personal observations and conclusions (below).
If you follow the guidelines in the accompanying
article and consider my recommenda-
tions, you should have no major diffi-
culty in getting acceptable results.

The Who 
I can’t say that anyone today really
knows who the first stringwalker was
or the circumstances that led to placing
and moving the fingers up and down
under the nocked arrow rather than
the typical split finger hold.
Stringwalking became so universal and
controversial in the mid to late 1960s
that the NFAA “Competitive

Bowhunter” division was split out of the “Barebow”
division in 1968 to separate the “non-sight” archers
who did not stringwalk or use multiple anchors from
those who did. 

Most of the barebow stringwalkers of the era just
prior to the advent of the compound bow used two
or three different anchors and would stringwalk each
anchor position in order to shoot all the various dis-
tances. This is still true today even with compound
bows, although very few have to use more than two
anchors. (Now let me see - 70 yards, okay, that’s my
under the chin anchor and 27 wraps of the string
serving for crawl . . . or is it the index finger at the
corner of the mouth anchor and 17 wraps . . . let me
think, hummmm.) You guessed it, no written mem-
oranda are allowed. All had to be committed to
memory. (Beginning with the changes in the NFAA
rules in 2001, written memoranda are now allowed.)

The NFAA Barebow style and the NFAA
Bowhunter style of today (even as they both were
born from the original “Instinctive” style that the
NFAA founders developed in 1939 to separate Field
archery from Target archery) differ mainly by allow-
ing stringwalking in the barebow style and not in the
bowhunter style (clickers, multiple anchors, long sta-

bilizers and levels are also not allowed
in bowhunter style). 

I have to tell you that I get a kick
out of shooting with sight shooters
and discussing stringwalking with
them. Their general reaction is to
come up with the quip, “Well, heck,
you have more sight references than I
do.” My reaction is, “Yes, and that is
not exactly fair. Why don’t you go
ahead and take your sight off so you
can have the same advantage.” It
always makes for good rapport.

The advent of the compound
a r c h e r y  f o c u s

The author’s tabs. Both have firm
top edges and don’t change length
under stress.

Stringwalking

Personal Observations on the What, How, Who, and Why of It

the Compound Bow
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bow in the 1970s presented problems for the stringwalker as
no one had any experience with them. Broken limbs, broken
cables, broken rests and general bow setup to get acceptable
arrow flight were obstacles that were inherent in attempting
to stringwalk the compound bow. (“Compound bows were
never designed to do that!”)

Stringwalking barebow archers are known as a resource-
ful group however and the written accounts of the trial and
error methods and successes of David Hughes and many
other accomplished and successful compound stringwalkers
throughout the ensuing years prompted a universal change
to the compound bow for stringwalking in the barebow
ranks. 

My Personal Observations and Conclusions 
1.Use a bow with long axle-to-axle length. (44 inch mini-

mum for 28 inch draw) All my compound bows includ-
ing my hunting bows are over 44 inches axle-to-axle. 

2.Round wheels will stringwalk easier than cams. Energy
wheels (which are about the closest thing to round wheel-
son bows today) work okay, except when shooting with a
clicker. I have not tried to stringwalk the single cam bows
but I have also not seen many of them in the stringwalk-
ing barebow ranks.

3.The absence of teardrop cables eliminates many of the
tuning problems I had with them and I now use the stan-
dard wheel size for my draw length allowing at least one
inch but not more of additional available draw length. I
have found that the bows of today shoot best at their fac-
tory specifications for string and cable lengths and brace
heights with only minor modification to effect wheel tim-
ing. Set wheel timing at mid crawl. 

4.Higher letoff wheels (65% or more) are not as satisfactory
for a clean finger release as the 50% and 60% letoff wheels
but most are getting used to it.

5.Deflex riser bows may be slower but are more stable to
stringwalk.

6.Have several variations of point weights and arrows on
each side of the spine recommendations available when
tuning the bow. Carbon arrows have always given me
problems in tuning. When I just can’t get them to work, I
always go back to aluminum and the problems disappear.
Many of the top stringwalking barebow shooters still shoot
aluminum arrows.

7.String alignment should be maintained as consistently as
possible. Since you will not have the aid of a peep sight try
to maintain string alignment with a part of the rest, the
arrow, or the bow.

8.The “improved” technology of today’s equipment in bow,
limb, and wheel design needs more in depth examination
to determine if these improvements advance or hinder the
overall ability to stringwalk. My initial instinct is that if
you have or can find any long axle length bows (44 inch-
es or more for the average 28 in draw length), with deflex
risers, round wheels with 50% or 60% letoff, you had bet-
ter hang on to them or at least get them now. They are
becoming extinct. I still see a lot of the older bows that are
shot incredibly well in the barebow ranks at major tourna-
ments.

The NFAA Barebow Fraternity 
Recognizing that set up and tuning information is key to the
developing interest of new archers in the barebow style, the
Barebow Fraternity was established in 1984 and later as an
NFAA Chartered Club to promote the “non-sight” divisions
of archery. The Fraternity has a President, a Secretary/
Treasurer, and meets once each year at the NFAA Field
Championship to have a picnic and to discuss all the matters
pertinent to the “non-sight” divisions of archery. There are
about 100 plus permanent members in the Fraternity with
probably about another 25 rotating in and out each year. The
Fraternity in its endeavor to promote and encourage new
participation enlisted (cornered) three of the most knowl-
edgeable stringwalkers around (Brad Marshall, Byron Korby,
and Bruce Shelly) to publish the “Stringwalkers Trilogy.”
This guide to tuning a compound bow for stringwalking is
the most complete outline on the subject that I am aware of
and is made available through the Fraternity. I highly rec-
ommend it to anyone looking for additional insight and
information. The Fraternity can be contacted through its
president, Jerry Barr at 919 Manor Drive, Henderson, KY,
USA 42420.

The Why
I enjoyed writing this stringwalking article. The research nec-
essary to write the article only reinforces the reasons I choose
to shoot in this style of archery. The historical and tradition-
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Note the different positions of the arrow point on 60 yd (left), 40 yd (middle) and 20 yd (right) shots. There is more top wheel roll over on the 60 yd shot than
on the 20 yd shot. A clicker is of no use if it can’t be adjusted for these conditions. Similarly, round wheels are a real asset to a string walker. The round wheels
create a large “valley” in the force-draw curve, thus guaranteeing (if set up right) shooting from the valley at all crawls giving a cleaner, smoother release. Also,
note the powder used to make the arrow tip more visible at full draw. This is applied before every shot by the simple expedient of loading some powder into a
quiver tube.

Continued on Page 39
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Lisa Franseen, Ph. D.

Appreciating Competition
As I write this article, a good many of you
Archery Focus readers are busy competing at the
U. S. Nationals. I am amused by the contrast of
our current situations. Here I am in the comfort
of my air conditioned office, no pressure, nobody
watching me, and a whole day to let this article
unfold. I can rework this article for hours, if nec-
essary, until it speaks as I intend. Pretty easy. And
you? You’re under intense heat, humidity, and
pressure to perform, surrounded by potential dis-
tractions outside and a racing mind inside. What
shot you get is the shot you got. No taking it
back. No reworking it. And on to the next shot.

To be honest? I’d rather be competing along-
side of you. 

Think about the
nature of competition. It is
a measure of everything
you’ve been working on. I
have never competed in
archery but was a compet-
itive long distance runner
for nine years and on
scholarship in college. I
know through experience the nature of competi-
tion and I am here to tell you—there is nothing
else like it. I have done many other exciting things
since then: jumped out of airplanes, hitchhiked
alone throughout Europe at age nineteen (my
parents loved that one!), earned a doctorate in
psychology (Actually, they really loved this one),
lectured to audiences of up to 100, performed on
television and live radio, spent days alone in the
wilderness avoiding grizzly bears, and many
more. None of these things compare to the thrill
of competition. To stand on the line and say to
oneself, “This is it. It all comes down to this

moment. Am I ready? Can I pull it all together?”
is not an experience everyone in the world has
shared. It is unique. It requires of us everything
we have at that moment after hours and hours of
preparation.

I wonder if, no matter how you did at
Nationals, you can take a moment appreciate the
fact that you are brave enough to put yourself on
that line, to go for it, and to risk it. Appreciate
having competition in your life because, once it’s
no longer a part of your life, you will miss it. 

I often speak to archers on the importance of
loving competition, which is similar to appreciat-
ing it. Many competitors don’t like it. Some even
hate it. They feel uncomfortable with the tension
and the pressure. It freaks them out. They’d rather

just shoot practice arrows
alone in their back yard.
It’s important to learn to
love competition (if you’ve
chosen to compete) be-
cause any energy put to-
ward disliking it interferes
with performance. Dislik-
ing competition creates an

internal war, pushing oneself to do well while
pushing against the reality of the situation. If this
is the case for you, then why do it? The internal
fight will only result in lower performances, lower
than you know you are capable of, and this fur-
ther reinforces your dislike of competition.
Rather than blaming the competitive arena for
your poor performances, take responsibility for
your reaction toward competition, as this is what
truly influences your performance. If you work
towards embracing and appreciating competition
then the war is over and you can relax and enjoy
the show!
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“I know through experi-
ence the nature of com-
petition and I am here

to tell you—there is
nothing else like it.”

Ruminations . . .
On the Mental Side of Archery
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New Technology
in Mental Skills Training
Ever heard of neurofeedback? No?
It’s new. It’s hot. It may be for you!

Neurofeedback, or brain wave training, is a comput-
er-assisted therapy now being used by athletes to improve
focus and concentration abilities and to reduce anxiety.
Basically, neurofeedback teaches athletes to control their
brain waves. This can potentially give them voluntary
access to “the Zone,” as it is called. Already, athletes at
the U.S. Olympic Committee in Colorado Springs, the
Canadian National Olympic Sports Center in Toronto,
and many American universities are using neurofeedback
machines to learn how to relax and focus. A new facility
in Boulder, called the Boulder Center for Performance
and Sport Psychology, also offers such brain wave train-
ing sessions.

At their first visit, clients sit in a chair for about 45
minutes while sensors measure the surface electricity of
his or her brain. The resulting “brain map,” a complicat-
ed graph of jagged peaks and valleys, is plugged into a
database and compared with baseline normals. This
allows the trainer to identify brain wave readings chron-
ically above or below the norm. Once the brain map is
analyzed, the client again plugs into the machine and
watches his or her brain wave activity, broken into four
brain wave states, depicted as colored bars in a graph on
screen. Using the feedback equipment, the client can see
how his brain waves are changing as he relaxes or increas-
es attention. 

Three times a week for a few weeks may be enough
training for an athlete to voluntarily control brain waves.
Ultimately the “correct” brain wave pattern will, over
time and with practice, occur automatically without any
conscious intervention by the athlete.

For an athlete training for competition, the optimal
brain wave state is often a delicate balance between

intense focus and relaxation. In brain wave language,
that may be a balance between theta waves, which are
commonly associated with a meditative, dreamy state,
and beta waves, which are associated with intense atten-
tion. This would appear to be the case for an archer, as
shooting requires focus, more focus, letting go, relaxing,
and executing. An archer who gets easily distracted by
outside stimuli, such as the sun coming in through the
trees or the archer shooting next to her, may have excess
theta brain wave activity. And an archer who tends to
choke in tournaments, overridden by anxiety, may show
too much beta wave activity.

Historically, neurofeedback has
successfully been used to treat atten-
tional problems (like Attention
Deficit Disorder), sleep and anxiety

problems, and brain injuries. Its usefulness and safety are
backed by extensive scientific literature. Many say the
emerging technology is too bulky and too expensive but
believers predict controlling brain waves may someday be
as crucial for athletes as eating right and training regu-
larly.

Neurofeedback is promising for athletes but the cost
is high (What’s new?) and the neurofeedback clinics are
hard to find. For example, the Shugerman’s Neurosearch-
24 instrument, manufactured by Boulder-based Lexicor
Medical Technologies, runs a mere (US)$13,000. A ses-
sion with a licensed neurofeedback practitioner with
access to such a machine runs about (US)$100 to
(US)$125 per session, plus (US)$500 for the map.
Simpler units which plug into a personal computer, such
as the Peak Achievement Trainer used at the U.S. Olympic
training center, run about (US)$3,000. And a portable
SportsLink light and sound machine, which is not tech-
nically a neurofeedback machine, costs (US)$295. This
unit, rather than teaching an athlete to bring himself to
a particular brain wave state, uses light-emitting diodes
and select tones to deliver him there.

As the technology develops and becomes more pop-
ular, these prices should come down.
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“Already, athletes are
using neurofeedback

machines to learn how
to relax and focus.“

Dr. Lisa Franseen is a clinical and
sport psychologist in Denver, Colorado
and works with athletes throughout
the U.S. She first began working with
archery in 1994 while at the Olympic
Training Center in Colorado Springs.
From there, she has continued to help
archers of all levels improve their per-
formance through mental skills train-
ing, including elite archers at USAT
training camps, international compe-
titions, and the Olympic Games. Lisa
also teaches sport psychology for the
NAA Level 3 and 4 Archery Coaching
Certification Courses.
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Trouble Shooting Machine
A good arrow goes where it is expected to go and a
bad arrow does not. That’s the usual definition. The
problem is, sometimes even a bad arrow will hit the
spot. As a result, an individual has to judge each
and every shot and decide which ones should have
been there and which ones should not. This is very
difficult because there are so many variables to a
“good” arrow. You could say that shooting a defec-
tive (bad) arrow is the shooter’s fault for not know-
ing something was wrong with the arrow. But, most
of us really don’t shoot well enough to be able to
know for certain that an arrow is defective. In fact,
we really don’t want to believe that the arrow is
bad, because arrows are expensive. We really want
to believe with more practice the problems will go
away. In this case—they won’t.

How To Tell Good Arrows From Bad
It seems pretty standard to sort through arrows
looking for the good ones, but this is hard to do.
We’ve all been there; we
reject the ones with obvi-
ous defects, check them
for straightness, maybe
weigh them, and some-
times even check their
spine. Some believe the
way to get good arrows is
to go out and buy a whole
new dozen. But, that
doesn’t always guarantee
perfect arrows. Buying
more expensive arrows
does help a bit, but bad
nocks and fletch interfer-
ence are big factors and
can be very hard to recog-
nize. And if your arrows

are not consistently hitting in the same place,
how can you tell if it’s you, or your arrows? Until
now, about all that could be done was to number
the arrows and try to be consistent with your
shot process. 

At last, there is help! For the last couple of
years, a small company named Spot-Hogg has
been manufacturing and selling a shooting
machine, the “Hooter Shooter.” A large number
of dealers across the country are using this
machine. They offer services that utilize this
machine’s ability to execute a perfect shot. One
service generally provided is . . . tuning your
arrows. That is, using your bow, they will shoot
all of your arrows into a target. You will then be
able to see where your arrows hit compared to
one another. Some dealers will also rotate and/or
replace nocks to make the arrows hit as close
together as possible. Often, by rotating the nocks
slightly it’s possible to have a dozen arrows that

will group in a hole the
size of a dime at 20 yards.
Improper nock alignment
or defective nocks can
easily produce a group the
size of a paper plate at 20
yards.

The “Hooter Shooter”
differs from other

shooting machines. It is
the first machine to
closely simulate the shot
process of an individual.
The “Hooter Shooter” is
built on a flexible frame,
to simulate the shooter.
This machine also holds
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the bow with an open
grip, which allows the
bow to move during the
draw and the release of
the arrow, just like it
does for the shooter.
The “Hooter Shooter”
shoots the bow with no
additional torque. It
allows the bow to torque naturally in accordance to the
changes in the loading of the cams, limbs, and pressure
on the cable guard. A shooter can duplicate this neutral
torque position by seeing where the cables line up on the
bow riser when the bow is at full draw on the machine,
then adjust his grip (if needed) to get a similar align-
ment. This takes out any unnecessary torque in the sys-
tem and translates into better consistency and more for-
giveness for a less than perfect shot. 

So what other questions can be answered by a trou-
bleshooting machine? Here are just a couple.

Question: Does 3rd Axis Leveling Really Matter?
We’ve discovered that accuracy is increased by using a
level on hunting sights. This makes sense in that, if we
hold our bows at the same angle every time, we would
get more consistent results. At first, on flat ground, we
seemed to be grouping better. Yet, on uphill and down-
hill shots we continued to get left and right arrows. We
quickly realized the level could lie, but why? After all,
Freestyle shooters have been using levels as a standard
piece of equipment, seemingly, without problems for a
very long time.

So we dug deeper, and discovered 3rd axis leveling.
That is, the level needs to be orientated properly, with
respect to the bow and the path of
the arrow, to be useful. The stan-
dard approach to leveling the 3rd

axis was to use a bench mounted
leveling fixture to ensure that the
level was perpendicular to the riser.
So we decided to try this. The
results—on flat ground we were
deadly, however, we continued hav-
ing trouble with left and right arrows when shooting
uphill and downhill. It wasn’t really bad, we just figured
our form needed some work. But, as time progressed, we
realized working on our form wasn’t fixing the problem.

So, we decided to check it with our shooting
machine. We found that, at full draw, there was torque
built into the bow. This was caused by the sideways pres-
sure exerted by the cable guard on the cables and the way

the load transfers from
the string side to the
cable side of the cam.
The riser actually twists
in relation to the path of
the arrow. Add to this
any hand torque and the
level is no longer per-
pendicular to the path of

the arrow. Our shooting machine showed us that if the
level is not aligned in a plane perpendicular to the arrow
at full draw; the level will lie. So, we adjusted the 3rd axis
at full draw, and found our level had become a very valu-
able tool. Those bothersome left and right arrows were
no longer trouble on the uphill and downhill shots. Yeah,
we still miss a lot, but at least we know the level is truth-
ful. 

We also discovered why freestyle shooters don’t seem
to have the same problems with the 3rd axis. The equip-
ment they use, by design, naturally stores less energy and
therefore has less torque; a longer axle-to-axle bow with
greater brace height puts less pressure on the cables (by
the guard), which helps the torque factor, along with
cams or wheels that don’t have such an extreme change
of loading from the string side to the cable side of the
cam (resulting in less limb torque). Bowhunting equip-
ment stores more energy and has more natural torque (by
design).

Question: Do Those Fall Away Rests Really Work?
I’m sure you have heard the comment, “You aren’t a
shooting machine. You need to tune your bow to forgive
your (slight) errors in form, your less than perfect shots.”
Shooting machines can indeed shoot a bow incredibly

accurately regardless of how well the
bow is setup or tuned. Arrow rest
location, arrow spine, cam orienta-
tion, timing, and type of bow don’t
matter. The only thing that does
matter is that the mechanical
integrity of the bow or arrow does
not change. Meaning the cables or
strings do not change length, nock-

ing point doesn’t move, arrow rest doesn’t change, and
the arrow does not get damaged. We know this to be true
because we have checked it out for ourselves using a
shooting machine. We have tried a lot of different bow
setups, and seen some horrendous arrow flight come out
of the machine. But, as long as nothing was damaged
during the shot, the same arrow would dance in the same

“If your arrows are
not consistently hitting
in the same place, how
can you tell if it’s you,

or your arrows?”
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manner and use the
same hole in the target,
shot after shot.

Shooting machine
experiments show us that

there is nothing we can do to
make a bow more accurate. But, it

could be tuned to be more forgiving.
Often times, shooters think that by using

the right arrows, a nifty release, or maybe a fancy
arrow rest, that they are making the bow more

accurate, not true. They are really making the bow more
forgiving, for a less than perfect shot. The bow is inher-
ently accurate.

Forgiveness is difficult to separate from luck and
improving shooting abilities. Most of the time it comes
down to opinion. We might “think” that something is
more forgiving, but not have any real indisputable proof.
One particular way to improve for-
giveness in a hunting bow is with
the use of a fall-away arrow rest.
(Author’s Note Spot-Hogg does not
sell fall-away rests.) The fall-away
arrow rest idea has been around for
a long time. However, until recently
it didn’t seem to provide much for-
giveness.

We have found that if a fall-away rest is operated by
cable movement, it produces such dramatic improve-
ment that there is no doubt about the increase in for-
giveness. The increased fletch clearance with the cable
operated fall-away is most dramatic when shooting fixed-
blade broadheads. The fall-away arrow rest makes it pos-

sible to use bigger fetches with
maximum helical offset on the
arrow to counteract the planing
abilities of fixed-blade broad-
heads, resulting in noticeably bet-
ter grouping. Mistakes in shot
execution should still be avoided,
but when they happen the result
is not near as bad as with the
standard type arrow rests.

When it comes to target
shooting, an increase in score
might seem to be enough proof.
But, maybe it was just a good day
and all that practice is finally pay-
ing off. To find out the truth we
set up a bow with a spring-loaded

launcher, with the launcher in the normal spring-loaded
position. First, everything was set up in the normal way,
(we did use a high-speed digital camera as part of our set-
ting up.) Then we shot a standard target round, and kept
score. Then we changed the spring loading so that the
launcher was spring-loaded in the down position (by
reversing the spring). We used a piece of peep-sight rub-
ber tubing and attached it to the launcher arm and cable.
When the bow was drawn the launcher would rise to the
up position about four to eight inches before full draw,
(eight inches worked well on single cam bows and closer
to four for two cam bows.) We used our high-speed dig-
ital camera to set the rubber tubing length so that the
arrow had support during most of the delivery. Setting
the launcher to drop out of the way, so the fletch could
pass without any interference. 

We did this several times over a period of several days.
We did it with different bows and different shooters. We

alternated between launchers up
and launchers down while the rub-
ber tubing was still attached. We
shot arrows with the fletches orient-
ed the opposite of the way they were
supposed to be. We did this with the
shooting machine and personally.
We then shot the same target round

for score.
It made no difference in where the arrows impacted.

When the fall-away rest gave maximum guidance and got
out of way just in time for the fletch to clear, the scores
were better. 

We also found that the forgiveness was not as good
using a string or cord in place of the rubber tubing. The
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“Only those who are
perfect need not be
concerned about

forgiveness.”



benefits of the rubber tubing far outweighed the need to
replace the rubber tubing from time to time. In fact, the
rubber tubing seems to be lasting longer than when we
used it on peep sights. Just to be safe, we do replace it just
before an important shoot.

Also, we don’t need to use the high-speed camera to
set the fall-away at optimum anymore. By trial and error,
we adjust the tubing length and where it attaches to the
cable until we can get as much support for the delivery
of the arrow as we can but, still be able to turn the arrow
over (with the vanes oriented the opposite of where they
are suppose to be), and have that make no difference
down range.

So, the next time you have a thorny problem with your
shooting you may want to experiment with a trou-

bleshooting machine like the “Hooter Shooter.” Ask
your pro shop if they have one.

al significance to archery that is tied to the barebow style is
as interesting and varied as the individuals who made the his-
tory and created the traditions of Barebow Archery. If you are
inclined to pursue “stringwalking” you will eventually find
that it is as much Art as Science. Don’t be afraid to try some-
thing new. You will find that you will blend the things that
have worked for the Masters of the past into your own style
and then perhaps you will add additional chapters to the Art.
As the Barebow Fraternity logo states, “Barebow is Out of
Sight!”

Take Care and Good Luck!

Continued from Page 33

Steve Johnson has been
an avid archer for 46 years
and a machinist for 25. In
1996, he started market-
ing his own archery prod-
ucts under the name of Spot-Hogg. His love of gadg-
ets and archery has resulted in many innovative
ideas and products. As a consequence, his name
appears on several archery related patents. Steve has
shot competitively on the state and national level
and loves elk hunting. 
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Charley P. Washburn is an avid tournament
archer and bowhunter. He hunts elk, deer,
and small game. He holds the current U. S.
National Senior Male Barebow indoor
record and the California State Adult
Barebow indoor record, as well. He has won
championships in outdoor and marked 3-D
competition as well as holding numerous
state, sectional, and world titles. Charley
resides in Nevada City, California.

Truly round wheels are round on the “cam side” too (see the
black wheels above). Energy wheels (silver) are off round on
the cam side to load more energy into the draw stroke. The
round wheels have a larger “valley” in their force-draw curve
and are, therefore, more desirable for barebow shooting.

“We found that, at full draw,
there was torque built into the
bow. This was caused by the

sideways pressure exerted by the
cable guard on the cable . . . ”
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ilar to a high wrist position. Point on distances and aim-
ing will be discussed further in this article. 

A word of caution about the arrow rest (your knuck-
le), place a dab of glue on the ends of the feathers where
they meet the arrow shaft. The base of the feather is often
cut to a point on pre-cut feathers you would normally
purchase. I like to cut them off square before I glue them
on the shaft. You would be surprised how deeply a quill
can imbed itself into the skin of your knuckle. If the
arrow is slapping your knuckle on the shot raise the
nocking point. If that does not help wear a shooting
glove until your release gets a little smoother. When the
nocking point is in the correct position and you are
shooting reasonably smooth you will feel nothing at all as
the arrow leaves your knuckle. 

Aiming is the last big adjustment you will have to
make. The rest of your shooting form can follow

along just as if you were shooting the Olympic recurve.
The sight now is simply the arrow, it makes perfect sense.
Ignore completely the fact that your arrow is no where
near center shot. With the correct arrow and bow hand
placement the entire shaft from nock to point can be
aligned directly at the gold. With
that arrow alignment at full draw
viewing the tip of the arrow on the
gold, at the proper distance from
the target, complimented by a prop-
erly executed shot, that arrow will
go right in the middle! It’s that easy, honest! That exact
distance from the target is called your point on distance.
To hit the gold at a shorter distance to the target than
your point on yardage, your aiming point off the tip of
the arrow will be somewhere below the gold. That point
is called the point of aim. The point of aim could be
something natural like a daisy, leaf, or tuff of grass locat-
ed in the appropriate place to guide your arrows to the
gold. To hit the gold at further distance to the target than
your point on yardage, your aiming point off the tip of
the arrow will be somewhere above the gold. At the 100
yard distance of the York Round nearly every archer has
to pick a point above the target to aim. If you are lucky
there will be a distant hill or tree to fix your aim. If you
are not that fortunate a cloud could be used in a pinch,
but those are terribly unreliable. Sometimes you simply
find your self aiming up in the vast blue heavens. My
suggestion in that case, since you are pointed there any-
way, is to ask for a little heavenly guidance.

An artificial point of aim, such as a golf ball, ice pick,
or some other visible object can be placed in the correct
location to use for aligning your arrow point at full draw
to hit the gold. In the early days of the NAA the only
method acceptable in the National championships was
the use of a natural point of aim. It was not until after

World War I that the use of an artificial point of aim was
permitted in the National Championships. This issue
raised a lot of debate. Many felt that the artificial point of
aim was just a ploy to raise the scores. Those opposing the
artificial point of aim felt that the ability to identify and
use the natural surroundings was an important part in
revealing just who was the most accomplished archer in
the United States. Needless to say they lost their debate,
the artificial point of aim was permitted and the scores
indeed skyrocketed. Until then a score of 500 in the
American Round was a score achieved only by a few of
the best archers. The American Round consisted of shoot-
ing 30 arrows at each distance of 60, 50, and 40 yards for
a total of 90 arrows. The scoring was gold-9, red-7, blue-
5, black-3, and white-1. By the end of the 1930s the
American round scores were above 700! The most accom-
plished archer from 1930-1940, hands down, was a man
by the name of Russell Hoogerhyde. He used the artificial
point of aim exclusively and he stared at it steadfastly at
each distance, trusting the point completely, never glanc-
ing at the target until the arrow hit. 

Ithink it is wonderful that we have the records of all the
great tournaments of the past. I have grown to deeply

respect those early champions of the
NAA. Reading about some of the
spine tingling longbow tournaments
in Elmer’s Archery has opened up
another world of archery that I
would have not otherwise known.

This is not to suggest that we should all drop our current
practice of archery and run back in time 100 years. There
is a lot to consider in taking up the longbow, obtaining
and or making your own wooden archery equipment is
time consuming; but the rewards in life are often direct-
ly proportional to the effort we exert. No matter what
discipline of archery you are currently in, the longbow
could be a pleasant resting place for you to enjoy the
basics of archery. Shoot well, work hard, and don’t forget
to smile.

Footnote
The Derrydale Press has reprinted a limited number of
Elmer’s books that have been personally signed by Glenn St.
Charles. If the Derrydale press has sold out of these books, try
eBay; I have seen both original and reprinted books by
Elmer offered there.

Brian J. Luke Brian Luke is a tool and die maker by trade
and a longbow enthusiast by choice. Brian has
been building and shooting the longbows since
1992. He has won four national  longbow cham-
pionships  the most recent in July, 2001. Brian feel
his greatest accomplishments in archery have been
the time spent helping others build and obtain
their own wooden archery equipment.
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Consider the Longbow (Continued from Page 7)

“A word of caution
about the arrow rest
(your knuckle) . . .”
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Join the NFAA!
Enjoy these Exciting Benefits

National, Sectional, State and Club Tournaments
Certified Instructor Programs
Club and Pro Shop Insurance

Indoor/Outdoor Leagues
Professional Archery

Subscription to Archery Magazine included
Complete the application and join today!

Name 

Address

City

State Zip

Phone

One year Individual membership $45.00
Family membership $65.00

Junior membership (under 18) $35.00
Visa and MasterCard accepted

CC# exp date
Call Toll Free 800-811-2331

National Field Archery Association
31407 Outer I-10

Redlands, CA 92373

Some Historic Long Bow Rounds

The York Round (Men)
100 yards 72 arrows
80 yards 48 arrows
60 yards 24 arrows

The American Round (Men
and Women)
60 yards 30 arrows
50 yards 30 arrows
40 yards 30 arrows

The American Round (Boys)
50 yards 30 arrows
40 yards 30 arrows
30 yards 30 arrows

The Columbia Round
(Women)
50 yards 24 arrows
40 yards 24 arrows
30 yards 24 arrows

The Columbia Round (Girls)
40 yards 24 arrows
30 yards 24 arrows
20 yards 24 arrows

The Metropolitan Round
(Men)
100 yards 30 arrows
80 yards 30 arrows
60 yards 30 arrows
50 yards 30 arrows
40 yards 30 arrows

The Metropolitan Round
(Women)
60 yards 30 arrows
50 yards 30 arrows
40 yards 30 arrows
30 yards 30 arrows



Hunt a Grizzly Bear

Dan Quillian
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About 25 years ago, when the compound bow
was almost the only type bow available and

nobody really promoted traditional archery, I
decided I would try to make both traditional
equipment and the old-time knowledge of it
available to the public. One of my first attempts
in the business was to take a booth in the
Buckarama in Atlanta. The Buckarama was one
of the first and most successful of the deer hunt-
ing shows we see all over the country today. 

Compound shooters came by in droves and
would have been snickering at my equipment
except for the fact that they knew I was success-
fully taking deer with it every year. Quite a few of
them owned up to curiosity and I knew they’d
soon be ready to try it. Non-bowhunters who
came by the booth often remarked, “Now, that’s
real bow and arrow hunt-
ing!” A few others were
down-right belligerent. I
remember one young man
in particular, who opened
the conversation with,
“You’re going to ruin
bowhunting!” When I asked
why he thought that, he
replied, “You’re going to
cripple all the deer, and give
bowhunting a bad name
with those stick-bows and arrows.” I told him I
didn’t seem to have any trouble, a stick-bow did
the job for me. By then he was shouting and we’d
begun to draw a crowd. I thought it was time to
bring this to an end, so I asked him how many
deer he’d taken with bow and arrow. The crowd
turned to him in anticipation and he came out
with a meek, “One.” I answered loudly, “Well,

heck, boy, when you’ve got fifty, comeback and
we can discuss this on equal terms.” As the crowd
roared with laughter I knew I had made an
enemy for life but, at least, I got my point across
and I’m sure some of those people in the crowd
decided to try traditional archery. 

Later that same year, I called on one of the
biggest and oldest archery dealers in the south. I
was immediately met with a tirade from the pro-
prietor about how I was ruining the archery busi-
ness, about how the only items they made money
on was the accessories and if I sold everybody one
of those stick bows, they couldn’t stay in business.
He also brought up the idea we were going to
wound deer with those sticks. I just left because I
couldn’t get a word in edgewise.

Ithought at that time that traditional equip-
ment would occupy only one or two percent of

the market in the long haul, but what I needed to
do was get across the message that a real
bowhunter could do anything with a longbow

that could be done with
modern archery equipment.
So, I arranged to hunt in
British Columbia, where it
is illegal to hunt with bait,
or with dogs, and I could
purchase both grizzly and
black bear licenses.
Although I had never really
hunted bear before, I felt
that a successful whitetail
hunter could take any game

in the world with traditional equipment. I hunt-
ed with a guide who had been quite successful on
grizzly and black bear hunts with rifle hunters.
The first problem was when he said, “There’s a
bear, shoot him!” The bear was a hundred and
fifty yards away and straight up the mountain.

On the third day we spotted a pair of grizzlies.
The wind was in our faces. Now, I’d been told by

w i t h  a  Tra d i t i o n a l  B o w  a n d  Wo o d  A r ro w
Editor’s Note Dan Quillian was identified by
Archery Business Magazine as one of the 25
most important people in the archery business. In
this article, we get to see why.

“I remember one
young man in particu-

lar, who opened the
conversation with,

‘You’re going to ruin
bowhunting!’”
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people who should have known bet-
ter, that if a grizzly didn’t smell you,
he wouldn’t get out of your way. So,
I took the lead and got within thir-
ty-five yards of the big male and
everything seemed right. My goal
was to shoot at twenty-five yards
when suddenly both bears spooked at once and that was
the last we saw of those two. I don’t know for sure, but
I’ll always have a nagging thought in the back of my
mind that the guide deliberately spooked the bears. We
were just too close for him. After seeing a lot of bears in
the distance with no shots, I convinced my guide to let
me hunt alone. This was really unfair to him because the
law required I be accompanied by an armed guide in
grizzly country. 

The next three days I still-hunted, just easing along
on the ground by myself, hunting the devil’s club thick-
ets on bear trails. Towards evening, I came out on the
edge of a natural meadow and saw a large black bear
feeding on the opposite side. This was at the base of the
ridge where I had seen the two grizzlies the day before. I
ducked back into the thicket and made a circle as fast as
I could around the end of the meadow to try to get on
the side of the ridge above the bear. Then I slowed to the
gait of a squirrel hunter, took one easy step and looked
for two steps more. The side of the ridge where I was
walking was about 45 degrees and it would have been
easy to slip down on the slick ground cover. Ten minutes
passed with me just easing along, trying to see the bear
then, for some reason, I turned and looked up. Ten yards
away, in the fading light was the shape of a large bear and
I felt the hair stand up on the back of my neck. The bear
was on all fours, quartering towards me. I could remem-
ber thinking if I tried to shoot behind his shoulder, I
might just gut-shoot the bear and if I tried to shoot in
front of the shoulder, the arrow could just ricochet off
the bear’s head. Then I remembered I’d been working all
year with a 90 pound bow and I chose to shoot the bear
directly on the shoulder as a rifleman would. All these
thoughts took place in a fraction of a second. I shot and
the heavy arrow penetrated the shoulder, the heart and
the lungs. It was over quickly. 

The story of this bear, and another one I took on the
same hunt, was printed in Bowhunting World (then

Archery World). I think that story more than anything
else gave traditional archery the boost it needed to start
growing again, and it has grown geometrically ever since
that story appeared. And ever since then I had the desire
to take a grizzly bear with my longbow. With traditional

archery growing in leaps and
bounds, I had again begun to hear
rumblings that magazine editors
were being pressured not to do tra-
ditional archery stories. Even the
old “wounding“ bugaboo was
brought up again. This gave me one

more reason to do what I’d always wanted to do, as I con-
sider the grizzly the top trophy that can be taken with a
bow and arrow. If I took a grizzly with my longbow, I’d
be able to achieve my dream and, at the same time,
demonstrate the effectiveness of the longbow.

The bow I chose to use was my Longhunter, which
drew 69 pounds at 28˝ (I pulled 30˝.). My arrow was a
wood, barrel-tapered, experimental Superceeder that
weighed 703 grains, including a 160 grain Snuffer broad-
head that was sharper than any of the so-called, pre-
sharpened blades. (Sharpening heads is a traditional skill,
too.) With the silence of a traditional bow, the quick-cut
of a truly sharp broadhead, the big grizzly I shot took one
quick step, stopped, looked over its shoulder, turned
around, took two steps back, turned back around and
walked off at the same gait it had approached. Had I
been shooting a bow that made as much noise as the
modern, over-draw bow, I would certainly have attracted
the grizzly’s attention when I shot and possibly ended up
dead. As it was, with the soft thump of the longbow, the
penetration of a really heavy, sharp broadhead arrow, the
bear didn’t even spook. He walked off a way, bedded
down, went to sleep, and died. I had taken my dream
grizzly with a longbow. (And, I hope when my time
comes, I go as easy.) 

Once again a traditional bow and arrow, which
depend on the personal skills of the bowhunter

rather than on mechanical contrivances, had proven their
effectiveness as a sporting weapon.

Dan Quillian is a member of the
Southeastern Outdoor Press
Associa-tion and the Outdoor
Writer's Association of America.
Dan has taught, or helped, thou-
sands of bow-hunters in his bow
clinics, both locally and nationally.
He has run an indoor archery range
and pro shop.

Dan has produced a video tape
on traditional archery techniques.

“I turned and looked
up. Ten yards away, in

the fading light was
the shape of a large
bear and I felt the

hair stand up on the
back of my neck.”
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Product News
Bear Offers Longbows by Byron Ferguson

Limited Edition, custom-made traditional longbows, designed by Byron Ferguson, are being
marketed by The North American Archery Group, through archery dealers. The Patriot (retail

$499) and the Royal Safari ($699) are made of laminated hard rock maple core wood and fiber
glass, with a leather grip.

Fred Bear Bowhunting Equipment Company, The North American Archery Group
4600 SW 41st Blvd., Gainesville, FL 32608, phone 352-376-2327, fax 352-376-6115, 
website www.BearGoldenEagle.com

Can’t Stand Your Bow? Now You Can, Thanks to Bow-Kick

Abow stand that’s easy to carry, easy to use, and keeps your bow out
of the dirt. Using a waterproof vinyl boot and stainless steel support

rod, Bow-Kick stores in your quiver and sets up quickly. Three models
for long or short stabilizers on recurve or compound bows.

Upwell, Inc., 2017 Beal Ave., Lansing, MI 48910, phone 517.484.9760
website www.bow-kick.com

Sure-Loc Introduces New Hunting Sights

Sure-Loc introduces hunting sights. Lethal Weapon 1 and Lethal
Weapon 2 include fully lockable micro adjustment (.0015 inch),

Spiralock taps and fiber-optic pins. Each pin can be adjusted individually
or all at once. Lethal Weapon 1 features a bubble level with 3rd axis level-
ing adjustment, and adjustable 3 or 6-inch extension.

C.S.Gibbs Corporation, 100 Quality Lane, Versailles, IN 47042, 
website www.sureloc.com

Mathews Designs the Bow Kids Can’t Outgrow

Mathews introduces a truly new single cam bow that fits practically anyone,
the Genesis. Zero let-off, no specific draw length (15” to 31”), adjustable

from 10 to 20 lbs. Kids can’t outgrow it, no need to measure and fit, drilled and
tapped for accessories, 36” axle to axle, 71/2” brace height. How did they do
it? A full equipment review will be in the next issue of Archery Focus.

Mathews, Inc., 2035 Riley Road, Sparta, WI 54656, 
website www.genesisbow.com
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hen it comes to bows, short 
is a good thing. A short 
bow is maneuverable 

in tight quarters, perfect 
when you’re working to 
get a shot from a tree 
stand, busting brush 
or climbing a mountain. 
Ask anyone who has shot 
an SQ2 – they will tell you 
it’s incredible!

W
short

1. Cancels vibration
When you fire a Mathews SQ2 with its Harmonic Damping
System,TM recoil vibration encounters the Harmonic Dampers

that float
in elastic bushings on either
end of the riser. This creates 
“weight in motion” that is
out-of-phase with the 
recoil vibration, 
effectively cancelling 
or absorbing the 
vibration.

2. Reduces torque

Revolutionary Harmonic Damping technology from Mathews helps two ways:sweet

919 River Road, P.O. Box 367, Sparta, Wisconsin  54656

(608) 269-2728 

www.mathewsinc.com

With weight to the inside, the bar is easy to move

The Barbell Effect– 
Locating the Harmonic Dampers (weights) 
on either end of the riser effectively reduces torque

With weight to the outside, the bar is difficult to move

Speed 
without 
the KICK!

Premium Bowstring

Mathews Competition grip is
sculpted from a solid piece
of fine black 
walnut

Harmonic Dampers - 
removable and 
interchangeable

StraightLine MaxCam2™ - 
designed for optimal performance

Ball-bearing Idler
Wheel

Elastic bushings - house
Harmonic Dampers which
absorb excess recoil 
vibrationshort

sweet
Weights added to either end of the 
riser increase the bow’s moment of 
inertia. Call it the “barbell effect.” 
Think of a barbell with the weights 
at the center of the bar. Holding the 
barbell near the middle, you can 
readily “whip” the ends of the bar 
side-to-side. With the weights at the 
end, it would be much more difficult 
to “whip” the bar. The same is true 
of the bow’s riser. With weight 
(especially the brass dampers) 
added on either end, it becomes 
much more difficult to manipulate 
or torque the riser. Which means you’ll shoot 
more accurately because the bow is more forgiving.

The  
Mathews SQ2
See your Mathews retailer 
and shoot one!

“The       Mathews                          ... it’s short and sweet”
At approximately 31 inches (axle-to-axle), 
and with Harmonic Damping, the new 
Mathews SQ2 is short and sweet!


